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ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION
PHYSICAL AND ELECTRONIC PROPERTIES OF NANOSCALE 2D
MATERIALS
There is a great push towards reducing the size scale of both electronic components
and machines. Two dimensional materials, such as graphene, are ideal candidates
towards this push, as they are naturally atomically thin. In the case of nanoscale
machines, the mechanical properties of the material surfaces become increasingly im-
portant. The use of laminar materials, such as graphene and MoS2, to modify the
surface properties, yet maintain nanoscale topographical features, are very attrac-
tive. Towards this goal, we have investigated the surface properties of MoS2 at the
nanoscale using Lateral Force Microscopy (LFM). In these investigations, we measure
periodic frictional features with periodicity of ∼ 4 nm. Ultrashort devices that incor-
porate atomically thin components have the potential to be the smallest electronics.
Such extremely scaled devices are expected to show ballistic nonlinear behavior that
could make them tremendously useful for ultra fast electronic applications. We report
nonlinear electron transport in ultrashort channel graphene devices. We observe this
nonlinear response up to room temperature, with zero applied magnetic field, on a
readily accessible oxide substrate. This makes the nanogap technology we utilize of
great potential for achieving extremely scaled high-speed atomically thin devices.
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Chapter 1 Background
1.1 Motivation
Since the creation of the first transistor by Bardeen, Brattain, and Shockley in 1947
[1], there has been a continual push towards scaling electrical components down
in size. As the size scale approaches the size of the constituent atoms, quantum
mechanical effects become dominant. The isolation of two dimensional materials has
resulted in a surge of research interest in the diverse physical and electronic properties
realized in these reduced dimensional materials. Since the isolation of graphene by
Geim et al. [2], the number of atomically-thin materials being researched has grown
to include electrical insulators (hexagonal boron nitride), semiconductors (transition
metal dichalcogendes (TMDs) such as MoS2 and WSe2), and semimetals (graphene).
The focus of much of this research has been on the properties of these materials when
the lateral dimensions are >100 nm [3]. The properties in the <100 nm regime remain
more elusive [4]. In this work we focus on electrical and physical interactions in this
regime.
Chapter 1 presents an introduction to properties of 2D materials that are relevant
to this work. Chapter 2 provides a background of experimental equipment and tech-
niques used in this work. In Chapter 3 we investigate nanoscale frictional and elastic
properties of the 2D material MoS2 using lateral force microscopy [5]. In Chapter 4
we fabricate sub-20 nm scale graphene transistors and show evidence for nonlinear
ballistic transport [6]. Chapter 5 presents a discussion of ongoing work related to the
electrical coupling between nanoscale materials.
1
1.2 Properties of 2D Materials
1.2.1 Graphene Structure
Graphene is a two dimensional sheet of carbon atoms arranged in a honeycomb pat-
tern [3] as shown in Figure 1.1. This structure is formed from a hexagonal lattice
with two atoms per unit cell, labeled A and B in Figure 1.1. To see the origin of
this structure, we look at bonding between carbon atoms. Carbon atoms have 6
electrons, which in isolation configure to 1s22s22p2. The 1s2 electrons are close to the
nucleus, and thus do not play a role in binding. The four outer electrons, 2s2 and
2p2, are responsible for the chemical bonds in carbon materials. When binding with
other carbon atoms, these orbitals tend to hybridize, with sp1 hybridization found in
acetylene (C2H2), sp
2 orbitals found in graphene, carbon nanotubes, fullerenes, and
aromatic rings (benzene), or sp3 orbitals formed in diamond.
Hybridized Orbitals
Hybridization takes place as follows. In carbon’s ground state, there are two electrons
in the 1s orbital (1 spin up and 1 spin down), and two electrons in the 2s orbital. The
remaining two electrons are in the 2p orbitals which are ∼ 4 eV higher in energy than
the 2s orbitals. There is one electron each in the 2px and 2py states, leaving the 2pz
state empty. When carbon atoms are brought close together, it becomes energetically
favorable for one of the 2s electrons to become excited to the 2pz state. When the
atoms bond, the 2s state forms a quantum superposition with n of the 2p states,
resulting in n + 1 degenerate spn hybridized orbitals. The resulting covalent bonds
save more than the ∼ 4 eV energy cost of promoting the 2s electron to 2p.
The sp2 hybridized orbitals in graphene result in 3 filled sp2 σ-bonds in plane, and
a half filled, out of plane π-bond formed between the pz electrons. The sp
2 orbitals
2
Figure 1.1: Schematic of graphene’s real space lattice. The red diamond is graphene’s
primitive unit cell, a1 and a2 are the lattice vectors. A (filled circles) and B (hollow
circles) denote the two atoms in graphene’s basis.
are a superposition of the 2s, 2px, and 2py wavefunctions:
|ψsp2,i〉 = ai |ψs〉+ bi |ψpx〉+ ci |ψpy〉 , i = 1, 2, 3, (1.1)
where |ψsp2,i〉 is the hybridized wavefunction, |ψs〉, |ψpx〉, |ψpy〉 are the 2s, 2px and
2py wavefunctions, respectively, and ai, bi, and ci are normalization constants. Since
there are 3 wavefunctions with 3 normalization constants, a total of 9 are required.
Six of these can be found by imposing orthonormality on the wavefunctions:
〈ψsp2,i|ψsp2,j〉 = δij, (1.2)
3
where δij is the Kronecker Delta. We additionally require the contribution from the
2s wavefunctions to have equal strength, giving a1 = a2 = a3 = a. Finally, we choose
one of the hybridized wavefunction to point in the x-direction, giving c1 = 0. These
conditions yield
〈ψsp2,1|ψsp2,1〉 = a2 + b21 = 1, (1.3a)
〈ψsp2,2|ψsp2,2〉 = a2 + b22 + c22 = 1, (1.3b)
〈ψsp2,3|ψsp2,3〉 = a2 + b23 + c23 = 1, (1.3c)
〈ψsp2,1|ψsp2,2〉 = a2 + b1b2 = 0, (1.3d)
〈ψsp2,1|ψsp2,3〉 = a2 + b1b3 = 0, (1.3e)
〈ψsp2,2|ψsp2,3〉 = a2 + b2b3 + c2c3 = 0. (1.3f)
Solving these simultaneous equations for a, bi, and ci and substituting into Equation
(1.1) yields the three sp2 wavefunctions:
|ψsp2,1〉 =
1√
3
|ψs〉+
√
2
3
|ψpx〉 , (1.4a)
|ψsp2,2〉 =
1√
3
|ψs〉 −
1√
6
|ψpx〉+
1√
2
|ψpy〉 , (1.4b)
|ψsp2,2〉 =
1√
3
|ψs〉 −
1√
6
|ψpx〉 −
1√
2
|ψpy〉 . (1.4c)
These wavefunctions lie in the xy-plane at 120◦ to one another. The remaining
half filled pz orbitals form a delocalized π-bond, responsible for low energy electron
transport.
1.2.2 Tight Binding Approach for Graphene’s Electronic Structure
Graphene’s honeycomb lattice structure results in a linear low energy electronic dis-
persion, rather than the more typical quadratic one. This can be seen through a
tight binding calculation of graphene’s band structure for the π and π∗ bands [7].
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The electron states in a periodic crystal are of the form
ψnk(r) =
∑
i,l
cnkilχkil(r), (1.5)
where the Bloch states, χkil(r), follow Bloch’s theorem
χkil(r + R) = e
ik·Rχkil(r), (1.6)
with lattice vectors R, wavevector k, coefficient ckil, and band index n [8, chapter 8].
The subscript i labels atoms in the basis, and l labels atomic orbitals. These Bloch
states can be written as linear combinations of atomic orbitals, φl(r− ti −R),
χkil(r) =
1√
N
∑
R
eik·Rφl(r− ti −R), (1.7)
where N is the number of lattice sites and ti are the basis vector to the ith atom
in the unit cell. For the case of graphene the half filled pz orbitals are responsible
for graphene’s low energy transport, so φl = φpz and the index l can be dropped.
Combining Equations 1.5 and 1.7 results in
ψnk(r) =
1√
N
∑
i
cnki
∑
R
eik·Rφ(r− ti −R). (1.8)
The single particle Schrödinger equation is then Hψnk(r) = Enkψnk(r), with
Hamiltonian H, and energy Enk. The coefficients cki are found with the variational
method by minimizing the expectation value of the energy.
〈ψnik(r)|H|ψnjk(r)〉 = Enk 〈ψnik(r)|ψnjk(r)〉 ⇒∑
ij
(〈χik(r)|H|χjk(r)〉 − Enk 〈χik(r)|χjk(r)〉)cnkj = 0.
(1.9)
5
Figure 1.2: Schematic representation of graphene’s reciprocal lattice. The red arrows
b1 and b2 are the reciprocal lattice vectors. High symmetry points of the brillouin
zone are labeled Γ, K, K ′, and M .
The term 〈χik(r)|χjk(r)〉 becomes
〈χik(r)|χjk(r)〉 =
1
N
∑
R,R′
e−ik·Reik·R
′ 〈φ(r− ti −R)|φ(r− tj −R′)〉
=
1
N
∑
R,R′
eik·(R
′−R) 〈φ(r′ − ti)|φ(r′ − tj − (R′ −R))〉
=
1
N
N
∑
R′′
eik·R
′′ 〈φ(r′ − ti)|φ(r′ − tj −R′′)〉
=
∑
R
eik·R 〈φ(r′ − ti)|φ(r′ − tj −R)〉
= Sij(k),
(1.10)
where r′ = r−R is used in the second line and R′′ = R′ −R is used in the third line.
The sum over R results in a factor of N in the third line due to the lack of explicit
R dependence. In the last line, R′′ is relabeled R. Sij(k) are the overlap matrix
elements, while the terms 〈φ(r′ − ti)|φ(r′ − tj −R)〉 are the overlap integrals. The
overlap integrals are commonly used as a fitting parameter, rather than calculated.
The onsite integrals are unity since the atomic wave functions are normalized. The
nearest neighbor integral is labeled s0, the next nearest neighbor integral is s1, and
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so on. The term 〈χik(r)|H|χjk(r)〉 in (1.9) is,
〈χik(r)|H|χjk(r)〉 =
1
N
∑
R,R′
e−ik·Reik·R
′ 〈φ(r− ti −R)|H|φ(r− tj −R′)〉
=
1
N
∑
R,R′
eik·(R
′−R) 〈φ(r′ − ti)|H|φ(r′ − tj − (R′ −R))〉
=
1
N
N
∑
R′′
eik·R
′′ 〈φ(r′ − ti)|H|φ(r′ − tj −R′′)〉
=
∑
R
eik·R 〈φ(r′ − ti)|H|φ(r′ − tj −R)〉
= Hij(k),
(1.11)
with Hij(k) being the Hamiltonian matrix elements. When looking at equivalent
orbitals on the same atom, the terms 〈φ(r′ − ti)|H|φ(r′ − tj −R)〉 gives the onsite
energy, ε. For the case of nearest neighbor interactions with distance dnn, these terms
gives the nearest neighbor hopping elements γ0. In the case of graphene, ε = ε2p,
where ε2p is the energy contributed by the pz orbital. For graphene these have the
form
〈φ(r′ − ti)|H|φ(r′ − tj −R)〉 = δijδ(R = 0)ε2p
+ δ((ti − tj −R)− dnn)γ0ij
+ δ((ti − tj −R)− dnnn)γ1ij
+ ...+ δ((ti − tj −R)− dnm)γmij,
(1.12)
with γ0, γ1, and γm being the hopping elements for nearest, next nearest, and mth
nearest neighbors. The onsite and hopping energies are often treated as free param-
eters, rather than being calculated directly. Equation (1.9) now becomes∑
ij
(Hij(k)− E(k)Sij(k)) = 0, (1.13a)
H(k)− E(k)S(k) = 0, (1.13b)
where H(k) is a matrix of the Hamiltonian matrix elements and S(k) is the overlap
matrix. Nontrivial solutions are found when the determinant of (1.13b) equals zero:
|H(k)− E(k)S(k)| = 0. (1.14)
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The sum in Equation (1.13a), runs over the atoms in graphene’s primitive unit cell.
Graphene’s real space lattice can be seen in Figure 1.1. There are two atoms in its
primitive unit cell, labeled A and B, resulting in a 2× 2 matrix for Equation (1.14).∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
HAA(k)− E(k)SAA(k) HAB(k)− E(k)SAB(k)
HBA(k)− E(k)SBA(k) HBB(k)− E(k)SBB(k)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ = 0, (1.15)
where HAA, HBB, SAA, and SBB correspond to matrix elements with interactions
between only A and only B sites, while HAB, HBA, SAB, and SAB correspond to
matrix elements between A and B sites. Since the carbon atoms at graphene’s A
and B sites are equivalent, and the Hamiltonian matrix is Hermitian, HAA = HBB,
SAA = SBB, HBA = H
∗
AB, and SBA = S
∗
AB. This simplifies Equation 1.15 to∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
HAA(k)− E(k)SAA(k) HAB(k)− E(k)SAB(k)
H∗AB(k)− E(k)S∗AB(k) HAA(k)− E(k)SAA(k)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ = 0. (1.16)
Solving Equation 1.16 for E(k) results in two energy eigenvalues,
E±(k) =
2E1 − E2 ±
√
(−2E1 + E2)2 − 4E3E4
2E4
,
E1 = HAASAA,
E2 = HABS
∗
AB +H
∗
ABSAB,
E3 = H
2
AA − |HAB|2,
E4 = S
2
AA − |SAB|2.
(1.17)
The positive (negative) solution corresponding to the conduction (valence) band. We
now find expressions for HAA, SAA, HAB, and SAB for the case of nearest and next
nearest neighbor interactions. Graphene’s two lattice vectors, shown in Figure 1.1
are given by
a1 = a0
(√
3
2
,
3
2
)
, (1.18a)
a2 = a0
(
−
√
3
2
,
3
2
)
, (1.18b)
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where a0 is graphene’s nearest neighbor spacing. Since the nearest neighbors for A
(B) sites are B (A) sites, these will correspond to HAB (HBA). A’s nearest neighbors
are located at aAB1 = a0, aAB2 = −a1 + a0, and aAB3 = a1− a0, where a0 = a0(0, 1).
HAB is then given by
HAB = γ0(e
ik·a0 + eik·(−a1+a0) + eik·(a1−a0))
= γ0(e
ik·a0 + 2cos(k·(a0 − a1))).
(1.19)
H∗AB = HBA is given by
H∗AB = HBA = γ0(e
−ik·a0 + e−ik·(−a1+a0) + e−ik·(a1−a0))
= γ0(e
−ik·a0 + 2cos(k·(a0 − a1))).
(1.20)
Similarly, the overlap matrix elements SAB and S
∗
AB = SBA are given by
SAB = s0(e
ik·a0 + eik·(−a1+a0) + eik·(a1−a0))
= s0(e
ik·a0 + 2cos(k·(a0 − a1))).
(1.21)
and
S∗AB = SBA = s0(e
−ik·a0 + e−ik·(−a1+a0) + e−ik·(a1−a0))
= s0(e
−ik·a0 + 2cos(k·(a0 − a1))).
(1.22)
The elements HAA and HBB contain the onsite energies and the six next nearest
neighbor interactions, resulting in,
HAA = HBB = ε2p + γ1(e
ik·a1 + eik·a2 + eik·(a2−a1) + e−ik·a1 + e−ik·a2 + eik·(a1−a2))
= ε2p + 2γ1(cos(k · a1) + cos(k · a2) + cos(k · (a2 − a1))).
(1.23)
Similarly,
SAA = SBB = 1 + s1(e
ik·a1 + eik·a2 + eik·(a2−a1) + e−ik·a1 + e−ik·a2 + eik·(a1−a2))
= 1 + 2s1(cos(k · a1) + cos(k · a2) + cos(k · (a2 − a1))).
(1.24)
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Figure 1.3: Plot of graphene’s dispersion relation through high symmetry points, as
calculated through the tight binding method with nearest and next nearest neighbors.
Red corresponds to the π∗ band and blue corresponds to the π band. The Fermi level
is at 0 eV for intrinsic (undoped) graphene.
Inserting Equations (1.19)-(1.24) into Equation (1.17) results in an expression for
graphene’s dispersion relation. The results of these next nearest neighbor tight bind-
ing calculations are shown in Figures 1.3 and 1.4. These were calculated using the
parameters shown in Table 1.1, taken from Ref. [7]. Of particular interest for electron
transport is the linear behavior near the K points, also known as the Dirac points.
The parabolic dispersion found in most semiconductors results in massive charge car-
riers. In contrast, graphene’s linear dispersion near the K points results in massless
charge carrier that follow the relativistic Dirac equation with a Fermi velocity of
vF ∼ 106 m/s [9]. Near the K points, this dispersion can be approximated as,
E = ±~vF
√
k2x + k
2
y. (1.25)
The valence and conduction bands meet at a point, resulting in a zero band gap
semiconductor. This linear dispersion is responsible for a variety of phenomenon,
10
Figure 1.4: Contour plots of graphene’s dispersion relation as calculated through the
tight binding method with nearest and next nearest neighbors. A) shows the π∗ band
and B) shows the π band.
such as graphene’s high carrier mobility and Klein tunneling, that is, the ability for
charge carriers to tunnel through barriers with unity transmission [10].
In the case of bilayer graphene, coupling between layers results in a quadratic band
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Table 1.1: Graphene Tight Binding Parameters
|a1|, |a2| a0 ε2p γ0 γ1 s0 s1
2.46 Å 1.42 Å -0.36 eV -2.78 eV -0.12 eV 0.106 eV 0.001 eV
touching at the K points. While still a zero band gap semiconductor, the massive
charge carriers can drastically alter the transport properties compared to single layer
graphene. One example is when charge carriers are incident upon a barrier. In this
case bilayer graphene exhibits chiral tunneling [10], where normally incident charge
carriers have a transmission of zero.
1.2.3 Transition Metal Dichalcogenides
The transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) are another class of 2D laminar mate-
rials which have recently garnered considerable interest. TMDs follow the chemical
form MX2, where M is transition metal, usually molybdenum (Mo) or tungsten (W),
and X is an atom from the chalcogen group, usually sulphur (S), selenium (Se), or
tellurium (Te). Unlike graphene, TMDs have a band gap, which makes them at-
tractive for transistor applications where the band gap allows them to be turned
off. Monolayer MoS2 has a direct bandgap of ∼ 1.8 eV, while interlayer coupling
in multilayers result in an indirect bandgap of decreasing energy down to 1.29 eV
for bulk MoS2 [11, 12]. In MoS2, the Mo d -orbitals are principally responsible for
conduction [13].
The general physical structure of TMDs is shown in Figure 1.5. Like graphite,
TMDs have strong intralayer bonds. Unlike graphene, monolayer TMDs are three
atoms thick, with a layer of M atoms sandwiched between two layers of X atoms.
Interlayer coupling is due to van der Waals (vdW) interactions. This allows for the
mechanical exfoliation of TMDs, similar to graphene. Additionally, the weak inter-
layer coupling allows layers to slide past one another, allowing for their widespread
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Figure 1.5: Schematic illustration of the crystal structure of transition metal dichalco-
genides. Blue circles correspond to transition metal atoms and red circles correspond
to chalcogen group atoms. (A) shows the structure in the xy-plane for a single layer,
while (B) shows a cross section of the xz-plane for a bilayer.
use as dry lubricants [14].
1.3 Electronic Transport
1.3.1 Field Effect Transistors
One of the most widely used semiconductor device is the field effect transistor (FET).
These transistors form the basis for most of the current computer chips manufactured
today. FETs are three terminal devices consisting of a source, drain, and gate elec-
trode as shown in Figure 1.6. The source and drain electrodes are used to apply a
bias voltage across the semiconducting channel. The gate electrode is separated from
the channel material with a dielectric layer. When a voltage is applied between the
gate and the channel an electric field is formed between them. This in effect acts as
a parallel plate capacitor, which allows the gate to control the charge, and thus the
carrier density in the channel.
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Figure 1.6: Schematic diagram of a typical graphene field effect transistor (GFET).
A bias voltage is applied across the source and drain contacts, while a gate voltage
is applied to the silicon backgate. An insulating SiO2 layer separates the graphene
channel from the backgate.
1.3.2 Diffusive Transport
With no applied field, conduction electrons in a metal travel with random thermal
motion with average speed 〈v〉. When an electric field is applied, the electrons gain
an additional drift velocity, vd. As the electrons travel through the material, there is
a finite distance they travel before being scattered given by
λ = 〈v〉 τ, (1.26)
where τ is the mean scattering time. The average distance they travel is called the
mean free path, λ. When the mean free path of the charge carriers is much shorter
than the device dimensions, transport is said to be in the diffusive regime. Under these
conditions scattering plays an important role in transport. When there are multiple
scattering mechanisms, the Matthiessen rule can be used to find the effective mean
scattering time. The Matthiessen rule is given by
1
τ
=
1
τ1
+
1
τ2
+
1
τ3
+ . . . , (1.27)
where τ1, τ2, τ3 are the mean scattering times for each scattering mechanism.
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Table 1.2: Mobilities for Selected Materials
Material Electron Mobility, µe, Hole Mobility, µh,
(cm2 V−1 s−1) (cm2 V−1 s−1)
Graphene, intrinsic >100,000 >100,000
Graphene, on SiO2 10,000-15,000 10,000-15,000
MoS2, on PMMA 480 480
Silicon 1,450 500
Germanium 3,900 1,900
Gallium arsenide 8,000 400
Electron Mobility
An important parameter for electronic transport in semiconductors is the carrier
mobility µ [15]. This is defined as the ratio of the carrier drift velocity vd to the
applied electric field E.
µ =
vd
E
. (1.28)
The mobility of a material is related to its conductivity. Current density J is given
by
J = ρvd, (1.29)
where ρ is the charge carrier density, and vd is the drift velocity. Charge density can
be written as
ρ = ne+ pe, (1.30)
where e is the electron charge, n is the electron density, and p is the hole density.
The rate of change of the average velocity of the charge carriers in an applied electric
field E is
dvd
dt
=
eE
m∗
+
vd
τ
, (1.31)
where m∗ is the effective carrier mass and τ is the mean scattering time. The term
eE/m∗ is due to the electric field and vd/τ is due to scattering. This rate should be
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zero in the steady state, giving
vd = −
τe
m∗
E. (1.32)
Combining Equations (1.29), (1.30), and (1.32) yields,
J = (n+ p)
e2τ
m∗
E. (1.33)
Conductivity σ is defined as σ = J/E, so we have
σ = (n+ p)
e2τ
m∗
. (1.34)
Combining Equations (1.28) and (1.32) gives an alternate expression for µ:
µ = − τe
m∗
. (1.35)
From Equations (1.34) and (1.35), we see that mobility is related to conductivity by
σ = nµee+ pµhe, (1.36)
where µe is the mobility of electrons and µh is the mobility of holes. Table 1.2 shows
the carrier mobility of selected materials. Graphene’s high intrinsic mobility makes
it an attractive choice for electronic applications requiring high speed switching.
1.3.3 Ballistic Transport
In contrast to the diffusive case, when the device scale approaches the mean free path
length, coherent effects become dominant. The Landauer-Büttiker formalism can be
used to describe transport under these circumstances [16]. Each transverse mode
contributes a conductance quantum, G0 =
2e2
h
≈ 7.75 × 10−5 S. Ballistic current
through a channel with M(E) modes is found with,
I =
2e2
h
∫ ∞
−∞
M(E)[fS(E)− fD(E)] dE, (1.37)
where fS(E) and fD(E) are the Fermi distributions in the source and drain.
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1.3.4 Electrical Contacts
The interface between two materials, for example a metal-semiconductor junction,
is associated with an increased resistance, known as a contact resistance. When a
metal and a semiconductor are brought together, the bands of the semiconductor will
bend, resulting in an ohmic (non-rectifying) type contact or a Schottky (rectifying)
type contact [17]. Based on a simple band model, the height of the Schottky barrier
between a metal and semiconductor can be predicted based on the Schottky-Mott
rule
ΦBn = Φm − χs, (1.38)
where ΦBn is the Schottky barrier height, Φm is the metal work function, and χs is the
semiconductor electron affinity [18]. Based on Equation (1.38), ohmic contacts exist
when Φm < χs, while a Schottky barrier will exist when Φm > χs. This simplified
approach often does not hold with materials showing Schottky barriers even when
the Schottky-Mott rule predicts an ohmic contact. In many systems, this failure of
Equation (1.38) is attributed to Fermi level pinning due to metal induced gap states
(MIGS) [18, 19]. At the surface of a semiconductor there exist virtual gap states
(VGS), which are Bloch wavefunctions with complex wavevectors located in the bulk
band gap. Virtual gap states are not normalizable, and thus virtual, in the bulk,
but are normalizable, and thus correspond to real states when the wavefunctions
exponentially decay. At a metal-semiconductor interface the metal’s wavefunctions
overlap into the semiconductor. This results in an exponential decay of the metal’s
states around the semiconductor’s Fermi level in its band gap. This forms a continuum
of MIGS in the semiconductor from the VGS. This continuum of states in the band
gap acts as a metal with the same Fermi level as the semiconductor. Thus the Fermi
level is ‘pinned’ to the Fermi level of the semiconductor. This results in a Schottky
barrier height equal to the energy difference between the semiconductor conduction
band and the Fermi level [19].
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1.3.5 Klein and Chiral Tunneling
Due to graphene’s Dirac-like dispersion relationship, electrons in graphene can tunnel
through normally incident potential barriers with perfect transmission, rather than
with the usual exponential decay, in a process called Klein tunneling [10]. In bernal
stacked bilayer graphene, the addition of a single atomic layer results in chiral tunnel-
ing, where normally incident electrons have a transmission probability of zero. These
stark differences can result in distinct transport behavior between devices made with
single and bilayer graphene.
The difference in transmission behavior of single layer graphene compared to bi-
layer graphene is due to differences of their pseudospin. Graphene’s low energy charge
carriers obey the Dirac equation,
−i~vF (σ · ∇)ψ = Eψ (1.39)
with Fermi velocity, vF , of ∼ 106 m s−1 and pseudospin operator, σ = (σx, σy), with
Pauli matrices σx and σy. For single layer graphene, the two pseudospin components
correspond to electrons occupying the A or B sites, rather than the electron spin
occupying an up or down state. In the case of bilayer graphene, the bands split into
four quadratic bands, with one of the conduction bands touching one of the valence
bands at the K-points, and the other conduction (valence) band shifted up (down)
by ∼ 0.39 eV. For this section we only consider the two touching bands, which
are responsible for low energy transport. In this case, the two components of the
pseudospin correspond to the B-site on the upper layer and the A-site on the lower
layer [20]. Near the K-point, single layer graphene’s nearest neighbor tight binding
Hamiltonian can be written as
Hslg = vF
 0 px − ipy
px + ipy 0
 . (1.40)
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Likewise, bilayer graphene’s Hamiltonian can be written as
Hblg =
−1
2m∗
 0 (px − ipy)2
(px + ipy)
2 0
 , (1.41)
with effective electron mass, m∗ [20]. Equations (1.40) and (1.41) act on the two
component spinors
|ψ±slg〉 =
1√
2
±e−iφ
1
 , (1.42a)
|ψ±blg〉 =
1√
2
±e−2iφ
1
 , (1.42b)
where the plus and minus signs correspond to the two energy states, and φ = arg(kx+
iky) indicates the direction of the wavevector k. To find a relationship between
the direction of the pseudospin and the direction of the wavevector, we find the
polarization vector [20]
P =

〈ψ|σx|ψ〉
〈ψ|σy|ψ〉
〈ψ|σz|ψ〉
 , (1.43)
where σx, σy, and σz are the Pauli matrices. Applying Equation (1.43) to the wave-
functions in Equations (1.42a) and (1.42b) results in
P±slg =±

cos φ
sin φ
0
 , (1.44a)
P±blg =±

cos 2φ
sin 2φ
0
 , (1.44b)
where the plus and minus signs correspond to electrons and holes, respectively. Equa-
tion (1.44a) indicates that the pseudospin for single layer graphene is confined to the
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Figure 1.7: Graphene Tunneling Behavior. (A) Direction in k-space of the pseudospin
vector for electron states near the K-point in single layer graphene. Hole states have
opposite pseudospin direction. (B) Band skematic of single layer graphene near a
potential barrier, V . States with group velocities moving rightward (leftward) are
denoted by blue (green) lines. The pseudospin direction of electron (hole) states are
indicated by red (black) arrows. On the left side of the barrier, the Fermi level EF
is in the conduction band, so electron states are responsible for transport. On the
right side of the barrier, hole states are responsible for conduction. The pseudospin of
rightward moving electronstate on the left side of the barrier matches the pseudospin
of the corresponding rightward moving hole state on the right side of the barrier.
This leads to perfect transmission through the barrier. (C) Same as (A), but for
bilayer graphene. The pseudospin vector makes two full rotations around the K-
point. (D) Same as (B), but for bilayer graphene. In contrast to the linear dispersion
of single layer graphene, bilayer graphene has a parabolic dispersion. In this case the
pseudospins in adjacent states are opposite, so there are no available states. This
leads to perfect reflection at the barrier.
kx-ky plane, and is locked so that it is always parallel to the k-vector for electrons (see
Figure 1.7A) and anti-parallel to the k-vector for holes. Note that this relationship is
reversed at K ′. In bilayer graphene, φ→ 2φ, so the pseudospin makes two revolutions
as the k-vector is rotated around the K point once, as shown in Figure 1.7C. This
difference in pseudospin is key to the transport behavior at potential barriers. As
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illustrated in Figure 1.7B, the matching of pseudospin in single layer graphene allows
for perfect transmission through barriers for normally incident electrons. The bilayer
case, illustrated in Figure 1.7D, has no matching pseudospin in the barrier, resulting
in nearly zero transmission for normally incident electrons. If the barrier is narrow
compared to the Fermi wavelength, there can be transmission in the bilayer case due
to evanescent modes.
Copyright c© Mathias J. Boland, 2016.
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Chapter 2 Experimental Methods
2.1 Atomic Force Microscopy
Since its invention by Binning [21] in 1986, the Atomic Force Microscope (AFM)
has become a standard tool used to probe the nanoscale features of materials. A
wide range of associated techniques have arisen, giving the ability to probe an array
of properties including: topography, force, friction, electrostatic and magnetic force
gradients, surface potential, work function, charge, piezoelectric properties, surface
capacitance, local resistivity, and local magnetic fields [22].
2.1.1 Basic Principles
Atomic Force Microscopy works by scanning an atomically sharp probe located on
the end of a cantilever over the surface of a sample. A laser, or columnized light from
a superluminescent diode (SLD), is reflected off the back surface of the cantilever and
onto a photosensitive detector (PSD) as illustrated in Figure 2.1. This ‘optical lever’
causes small changes in cantilever angle to result in large changes of laser position
on the PSD allowing for very sensitive height measurements. The cantilever height
is precisely controlled by a z-piezo stack. Depending on the imaging mode, a variety
of parameters are held constant under feedback. In the case of non-contact mode
the cantilever amplitude is usually held fixed, while in the case of contact mode, it is
usually the deflection that is held fixed. An image is then formed by raster scanning
the probe across the sample using a set of xy-piezo stacks.
2.1.2 AC Mode
In AC mode, the probe is oscillated near its resonant frequency and held a small
distance above the sample, rather than being dragged across the sample. Feedback
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Figure 2.1: Schematic illustration of an atomic force microscope. Small deflections of
the cantilever result in large deflections on the PSD due to the optical lever effect. The
cantilever, SLD, mirror, and PSD are all rigidly attached to a z-piezo (not shown),
so that changes in z-position do not effect the optical path.
is usually maintained on the oscillation amplitude measured by the PSD by raising
or lowering the cantilever with the z -piezo. The amplitude of a driven cantilever
is dependent on the force gradient acting on it. By maintaining a fixed amplitude,
the sample-probe distance is kept constant, and the topography is deduced based
on the z -piezo position. This requires that the potential between the probe and
surface does not vary much across the sample. This can be monitored with the phase
difference between the sinusoidal driving force and the measured cantilever motion.
The sign of the phase shift indicates whether attractive of repulsive force gradients
are dominating, so changes in the phase can indicate changes in the probe-sample
interaction.
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Figure 2.2: Lennard-Jones potential due to Van der Waals interactions between an
AFM probe and sample. r0 is the equilibrium separation between the probe and sam-
ple. For separations greater than this point the probe feels predominantly attractive
forces, while smaller separations result in repulsive forces. At very large separations
the net force is approximately zero.
Surface-Probe interaction
The interaction between an AFM probe and a surface can be modeled with the
Lennard-Jones potential
V = ε[
(r0
r
)12
− 2
(r0
r
)6
], (2.1)
where ε is the energy depth of the potential well, r is the probe-surface separation,
and r0 is the probe-surface separation where the potential is minimized. The r
−12
term describes the short range Pauli repulsion while the r−6 describes the long range
attractive van der Waals interaction. This potential is shown in Figure 2.2.
Attractive Mode
Attractive mode operates in the attractive regime, where the r−6 term in the Lennard-
Jones potential dominates. In this mode the cantilever is driven above its resonance
frequency, ω0, with a low amplitude. The lower amplitude of this imaging mode
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results in low wear on probe and very low forces on the sample. In order to image in
attractive mode with the MFP-3D AFM in our lab, the cantilever is first tuned to a
frequency above ω0, where the amplitude is 10% less than the amplitude at ω0. The
target amplitude is set to 200 mV. When imaging, the amplitude set point is set to
∼ 60 % of the previously set target amplitude or ∼ 120 mV.
Repulsive Mode
When imaging in repulsive mode the cantilever is oscillated close to the sample where
the r−12 term in the Lennard-Jones potential dominates. In this mode the cantilever
is driven below its resonance frequency with a large amplitude. Repulsive mode can
result in more wear on the probe and higher forces on the sample than attractive
mode, but generally has somewhat higher resolution. In order to image in repulsive
mode with the MFP-3D AFM in our lab, the procedure is generally the same as with
attractive mode, but with different parameters. The cantilever is initially tuned to a
frequency below ω0 where the amplitude is 5% less than the amplitude at ω0. The
target amplitude is set to 1 V. When imaging, the amplitude set point is set to ∼60
% of the previously set target amplitude or ∼600 mV.
2.1.3 Contact Mode
In contact mode the AFM probe is not oscillated, but rather dragged along the
sample surface. Feedback is maintained on the vertical deflection of the cantilever.
The deflection is dependent on amount of flexure in the cantilever, so by maintaining
a constant deflection, a constant force between the probe and sample is maintained.
Contact mode is useful to rapidly determine topography of hard samples, though a
soft sample may be damaged by this imaging mode. The direct contact with the
surface allows one to determine frictional forces through lateral force microscopy
(LFM). This imaging mode also allows for the nanomanipulation of some samples,
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such as carbon nanotubes, where it is possible to push and flex the CNTs around a
substrate.
In order to determine the applied load between the probe and the sample it is
necessary to calibrate the relationship between the deflection of the cantilever and the
force between the cantilever and the sample. This requires the determination of the
cantilever’s spring constant k, as well as the inverse optical lever sensitivity, InvOLS.
The inverse optical lever sensitivity relates the z-displacement of the cantilever to the
deflection signal measured by the PSD with the relationship
InvOLS =
z − displacement [nm]
Deflection [V]
. (2.2)
The InvOLS is found by taking a force curve, where the cantilever is lowered until it
is brought into contact with a hard sample surface, such as graphite, and then lifted
back up, as shown in Figure 2.3. When the cantilever is in the ‘free air’ regime, where
it is far from the surface, the long range forces acting on the cantilever are approx-
imately zero, so the force curve is expected to be flat with no change in deflection.
Generally, there will be some mechanical coupling between the deflection signal and
the z-displacement. This is called virtual deflection, and can be corrected by fitting
a line to the free air region and then subtracting this from subsequent force curves.
When the probe becomes very close to the surface, attractive forces pull the cantilever
downwards, causing it to ‘snap’ onto the surface, resulting in a abrupt decrease in
deflection. As the cantilever is lowered further, it obeys Hooks law F = k∆z, and
the deflection increases linearly as the cantilever is lowered. The InvOLS can then be
found by taking the inverse of this slope, as in Equation (2.2).
The cantilever’s spring constant can be obtained through various methods [23],
such as the Sader method [24], where the spring constant of a rectangular cantilever
in air is found to be
k = 0.1906ρfb
2LQfΓi(νk)(2πνk)
2, (2.3)
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Figure 2.3: Example of an AFM Force curve. The red curve corresponds to the
approach of the cantilever, while the blue curve corresponds to the retraction.
with quality factor Qf , density of air ρf , resonance frequency νk, cantilever length L
and width b, and imaginary part of the hydrodynamic function Γi(νk). Since the Sader
method requires knowledge of the cantilever’s dimensions, a thermal method that
does not require this is often used instead. The thermal method works by applying
the equipartition theorem to the fundamental resonant mode of the cantilever. The
thermal energy is then related to spring constant k and the cantilever’s mean-square
deflection 〈z2〉 by
1
2
kBT =
1
2
k 〈z2〉 , (2.4)
with temperature T and Boltzmann constant kB. In order to apply the thermal
method, the InvOLS must first be determined as discussed above. The cantilever is
then retracted 100 µm from the sample so it is not influenced by any long range inter-
actions. The thermal tune is preformed by recording the amplitude of oscillations due
to thermal fluctuations vs. frequency. A gaussian can then be fit to the fundamental
resonant peak, resulting in values for the resonant frequency νk, quality factor Qf ,
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and amplitude z(νk). The spring constant, k, can then be calculated using
k =
2
π
kBT Qf
z2(νk)
∆ν
νk
, (2.5)
where ∆ν is the frequency resolution and z2(νk) is the square of the amplitude at the
resonant frequency [23].
Lateral Force Microscopy
In addition to topography, contact mode imaging can allow for the measurement of
local frictional forces. This is known as lateral force microscopy (LFM). In LFM the
horizontal deflection of the cantilever is related to the lateral force experienced by
the probe. The fast scan direction should be chosen to be perpendicular to the long
axis of the cantilever. Both topographical and frictional variations result in a lateral
deflection of the cantilever, as illustrated in Figure 2.4. Topographical and frictional
features can be separated by comparing the trace (left to right) and retrace (right to
left) LFM scans. Purely topographic features cause the cantilever to twist in the same
direction regardless of scan direction, while frictional features cause the cantilever to
twist in a scan direction dependent direction. Subtracting the LFM trace signal from
the LFM retrace signal approximately doubles the frictional signal, while minimizing
the effects of topography. The coefficient of friction can by obtained using
µ = α
Vt − Vr
2(L+ A)
, (2.6)
where α is the LFM calibration coefficient (see Appendix B), Vt and Vr are the LFM
trace and retrace signals, L is the applied load, and A is the adhesion measured with
a force curve as in Figure 2.3.
2.2 Scanning Electron Microscopy
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) is utilized for both device fabrication as well
as sample characterization. Since the de Broglie wavelength of moving electrons is
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Figure 2.4: Lateral Force Microscopy Signal. Schematic illustration of the lateral
deflection of a LFM probe as it moves over frictional (green region) and topographic
features for the trace (A) and retrace (B) directions. (C) and (D) show the associated
LFM signal for trace and retrace, respectively.
potentially much smaller than that of visible light, electrons are attractive for high
resolution microscopy. While optical microscopes have resolution limits on the order
of the wavelength of visible light, 0.5 µm, SEMs can achieve resolutions on the order
of 1 nm with a magnification range of 100× to 300,000× [25]. This high resolution
is utilized in sample fabrication through electron beam lithography (EBL). Scanning
electron microscopes operate by focusing a beam of electrons through electromagnetic
lenses onto a sample. This focused electron beam is raster scanned across the sample
to create an image. The interaction between the incident electrons and the sample
produces a number of electrons including backscattered electrons and secondary elec-
trons, as well as x-rays. These can be detected to produce high resolution images, or
analyzed in various forms of spectroscopy.
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2.2.1 SEM Emitter Types
The electron beam is emitted from an electron gun, which typically uses either a
thermionic emission, field emission, or Schottky type emitter. A comparison of these
emitters can be found in Table 2.1. In order to liberate electrons from the surface of
a material, they need to be given an energy greater than or equal to the material’s
work function. In a thermionic emitter, this energy is provided by thermal energy.
This is usually achieved by Joule heating as a result of flowing a high current through
the filament, generating a temperature of ∼ 2700 K. By heating the emitter filament,
some of the electrons are given enough energy to jump over the work function bar-
rier. An anode, positioned below the filament, produces a voltage between itself and
the filament, known as the extraction voltage and is usually in the range of a few
kilovolts. This potential draws the electrons away from the filament, towards the
sample chamber. A second anode, below the first, produces the accelerating voltage,
usually in the range of 0.5-30 kV [25]. Thermionic emitters are relatively inexpen-
sive, can be operated at higher pressures than other emitters, and have high beam
current stability. However, they have a large virtual source diameter, resulting in a
larger beam spot size and lower resolution. Compared to other emitter types, the
high temperature results in a larger spread in the energy of the electrons, which can
result in chromatic aberration.
In a field emitter, instead of thermally exciting electrons over the work function
barrier, a strong electric field is used to cause the electrons to tunnel through the
barrier. A strong field is created by applying a high voltage across a sharp emitter tip
(∼ 100 nm). Field emitters require a ultra high vacuum (UHV) in the gun chamber,
but benefit from low energy spread, a small virtual source diameter and a long life
span. This results in relatively high resolutions and low chromatic aberration.
The Raith e-Line system used for this work utilizes a Schottky type emitter, which
acts as a field-assisted thermionic emitter. In this type of emitter a sharp tungsten
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Table 2.1: Comparison of Electron Emitter Types
Emitter Type Thermionic Field Emission Schottky
Material W W ZrO/W
Source Temperature (K) 2500-2900 300 1800
Work Function (eV) 4.5 4.5 2.8
Energy Spread (eV) 1 – 3 0.2 – 0.3 0.3 – 1.0
Virtual Source Diameter (nm) >104 3 – 5 15 – 25
Operating Vacuum (Pa) 10−4 10−9 – 10−11 10−8 – 10−9
Beam Current Stability (%) <1 4 – 6 <1
Typical Life (h) 40 – 100 >2000 >2000
Adapted from reference [25]
〈100〉 tip is coated with zirconium oxide to lower its’ work function. The tip is then
welded onto a tungsten filament. Electron emission is then due to a combination
of the applied extraction field as well as thermionic emission due to heating from
the filament. Schottky type emitters have many of the benefits of the field emission
emitters, with the additional benefit of very low beam current flickering (high beam
current stability), making them ideal for electron beam lithography where current
stability is important for a uniform electron dose.
2.2.2 Beam Sample Interaction
When the electron beam (primary electrons) reaches the sample, there are a variety
of interactions which produce an array of signal types, including Auger electrons,
secondary electrons (E < 50 eV), backscattered electrons (E > 50 eV), and X-rays, as
shown in Figure 2.6A [26]. These various interactions take place over a characteristic
volume. An approximate relation for the penetration depth, Rpd, of an electron
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Figure 2.5: Schematic illustration of a scanning electron microscope. (A) Overview
of the electron gun, column, and chamber. (B) Detail of the electron gun.
incident upon a thick, flat sample is the Kanaya-Okayama relation,
Rpd (µm) = 0.0276
AE
5/3
0
ρZ8/9
cos θ, (2.7)
where A is the atomic weight (g/mole), Z is the atomic number, ρ is the density
(g/cm3), θ is the angle of incidence measured from normal, and E0 is the incident
beam energy in keV [26, 27]. For the case of a normally incident beam on silicon,
this produces a penetration depth of ∼ 1.4 µm and ∼ 8.6 µm when E0 = 30 keV and
10 keV, respectively.
Backscattered Electrons
Backscattered electrons (BSE) are electrons with energy greater than 50 eV, which
have been deflected back, out of the sample. These are the result of primary electrons
undergoing elastic scattering events with the atomic nuclei in the sample. Elements
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Figure 2.6: Schematic illustration of the electron-sample interaction in a SEM. (A)
Illustration of the various signal types, showing the relative depths at which they
can escape the sample. (B) The edge effect for secondary electrons. When the beam
is close to an edge, a larger region of the interaction volume is close to the surface,
resulting in more SE escaping and a brighter signal near the edge.
with high atomic number backscatter at a higher rate than those with low atomic
number, so BSEs are useful for detecting differences in the elemental composition of
samples. The depth that the BSEs come from varies based on sample details, but it is
strongly dependent on the atomic number and the primary beam penetration depth
Rpd. For an electron beam normally incident on gold, 90% of backscattered electrons
come from a depth less than ∼ 0.17Rpd, while that figure is ∼ 0.29Rpd for carbon [26].
This gives a general escape depth in the range of hundreds of nanometers to a few
micrometers. The lateral distribution of backscattered electrons exiting the sample
can extend a good fraction of Rpd away from the incident beam location, resulting in
a lowering of resolution.
Secondary Electrons
The primary method of imaging with an SEM is through detection of secondary elec-
trons (SE), which have energies of less than 50 eV. Secondary electrons are the result
of inelastic scattering between energetic electrons and the electrons in the sample, re-
sulting in the ejection of outer shell electrons in insulators, or conduction electrons in
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metals. The majority of the secondary electrons have kinetic energies in the range of
2 – 5 eV, with 90 % less than 10 eV [26]. Both primary and backscattered electrons
can produce SEs, resulting in a large number being produced, and a large signal.
Secondary electrons produced by primary electrons are labeled SE1, while those pro-
duced by backscattered electrons are labeled SE2. The escape depth of secondary
electrons is dependent on their mean free path, λ, with the escape probability p given
by
p ≈ exp(−z
λ
), (2.8)
with z being the SE depth [26]. This results in a maximum escape depth of roughly
5λ, with most SEs coming from within a mean free path, which is ∼ 1 – 2 nm for
metals and ∼ 10 nm for insulators [26,28]. The large signal and relatively short escape
depth results in a higher resolution than other imaging modes, with SE1 having higher
resolution than SE2. Secondary electron images show increased brightness on inclines
and near edges, an phenomenon known as the edge effect. This is due to a larger
surface area being within the escape depth of the interaction volume for a tilted edge
than a normal one, as illustrated in Figure 2.6B. The relative number of escaping
secondary electrons, nSE(θ), roughly follows
nSE(θ) = n0 sec(θ), (2.9)
with surface angle θ, and n0 equal to the number of escaping SEs for a normally
incident beam [26].
Secondary electrons are usually detected using an Everhart–Thornley detector
(E–T detector) [29]. An E–T detector detects electrons using a scintillator material,
which produces light when struck by electrons. The scintillator is usually held at a
positive voltage to accelerate the SEs onto it. This light is directed down a waveguide
into a photomultiplier tube. In the photomultiplier tube, the photons are converted
to electrons through the photoelectric effect and accelerated into a chain of dynodes
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by electric field. Each time electrons strike a dynode, secondary electrons are emitted,
creating a cascade effect that results in a gain of between 105 – 106. At the end of
the chain the electrons strike an anode, resulting in an electric signal.
Auger Electrons and X-rays
Auger electrons are primarily produced very close to the sample surface (on the order
of nanometers). When a high energy electron scatters with an electron in the inner
shell of an atom, it can cause that electron to be ejected. This leaves a vacancy
which will be filled by a second electron from a higher energy shell. The energy
released by the second electron can be in the form of an emitted X-ray, or by the
ejection of a third electron known as an Auger electron. Auger electrons are used
in Auger electron spectroscopy (AES), which is useful for chemical characterization
of the surfaces of a sample. Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) is another
spectroscopy technique that can be used for elemental analysis of materials. X-
rays emitted in the above process have an energy equal to the energy released by
the second electron in the above process, thus producing peaks at specific energies.
These X-rays are called characteristic X-rays and have an escape depth of several
micrometers. At increased depths, the X-rays lose energy due to interactions with
the material, resulting in a continuous background signal that is not indicative of the
atomic energy transitions.
2.2.3 Electron Beam Lithography
In this work, we use electron beam lithography (EBL) to pattern nanoscale electrical
contacts on 2D materials. In EBL, a polymer, known as the resist, is spin coated onto
a substrate and selectively exposed to a high energy electron beam in a SEM. For the
case of a positive resist, the regions of the resist exposed to the electron beam become
more soluble in a solvent (developer) and are removed during development, leaving
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exposed regions. A metal is then deposited on top of resist and exposed regions of
the chip. The remaining resist can be removed in a solvent, leaving metal only on
regions that were originally exposed to the electron beam, as illustrated in Figure
2.7. Specific process steps can be found in Appendix A.
One of the most commonly used positive electron beam resists is poly(methyl
methacrylate) (PMMA). PMMA consists of long polymer chains which undergo chain-
scission reactions as a result of interactions with electrons during lithography [30].
These chain-scission reactions result in the long polymer chains breaking up into
many shorter chains, which makes the PMMA more soluble. PMMA has a high
resolution, on the order of 10 nm, but suffers from a relatively low sensitivity, meaning
it needs a larger electron beam dose, on the order of 200 µA s cm−2, to fully expose it.
When exposed to very high electron doses, 5000–7000 µA s cm−2, PMMA undergoes
crosslinking reactions, resulting in the polymer chains binding together, which makes
it difficult to remove with solvents [31]. In this case, PMMA can act as a negative
resist, where the developer removes the unexposed regions.
When resist is exposed to an electron beam, the effects of forward scattering,
backscattering, and secondary electron production play an important role in the res-
olution limits of EBL. Forward scattering of the incident beam results in an increase
in effective beam diameter as the beam moves into the resist. This effect increases
with increasing resist thickness and decreases with increasing beam energy [30]. The
majority of the resist exposure is the result of secondary electrons. The large quantity
of secondary electrons around the incident beam are responsible for an increase in
spot size to around 10 – 20 nm.
Backscattered electrons can travel large distances from the incident beam, which
results in the “proximity effect”. This proximity effect is particularly detrimental
in regions near large exposed regions. In the areas near the intentionally exposed
regions, the exposure due to backscattered electrons is cumulative, resulting in an
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Figure 2.7: Schematic illustration of the electron beam lithography process. (A)
PMMA/co-polymer stack is spin coated on top of a silicon wafer with 2D material
sample. Regions where metallic leads are desired are exposed to an electron beam.
(B) The wafer is placed in a developer, which removes the PMMA/co-polymer that
had previously been exposed to the electron beam. (C) Metal is deposited on the
chip by electron beam evaporation. (D) In the liftoff step, the wafer is immersed in a
solvent to remove the PMMA/co-polymer stack along with the metal resting on the
PMMA.
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expansion of the exposed region and a contraction of the unexposed region. This can
inadvertently connect regions and reduce resolution.
For this work, a double layer resist structure was used to aid in the liftoff step.
A lower molecular weight co-polymer is spin coated on the bottom, with a higher
molecular polymer on top. The lower molecular weight is more sensitive than the
higher molecular weight PMMA. This setup results in under cut of the co-polymer
beneath the PMMA, as illustrated in Figrue 2.7. The undercut makes it so the
deposited metal does not directly contact the sides of the resist, while leaving the
PMMA as a high resolution mask above. This helps to ensure a clean liftoff.
2.3 Electrical Measurements
Electrical measurements are generally performed under vacuum in a Lakeshore cryo-
genic probe station. This system allows for stable cryogenic temperatures and precise
positioning of electrical contact probes. Contact probes are connected to ammeters
and voltmeters with coaxial cables with BNC connectors. Current is measured by
a Keithley 6517A electrometer/high resistance meter, which is also responsible for
providing gate voltages. Bias voltages are measured with a Keithley 2182A nanovolt-
meter as well as a National Instruments BNC 2120 DAQ. Both the electrometer and
the nanovoltmeter are controlled with in-house LabVIEW routines.
2.4 Raman Spectroscopy
Raman spectroscopy probes the vibrational modes of a crystal through inelastic
photon-phonon scattering. When light is incident on a material, some of the in-
cident photons undergo scattering. The predominant scattering mechanism is elastic
scattering, known as Rayleigh scattering, where the incident photon energy is equal to
the reflected photon energy. A small percentage of the photons scatter with phonons
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in the system resulting in a reflected photon with either lower energy (Stokes Raman
scattering) or higher energy (anti-Stokes Raman scattering) than the incident photon.
Stokes and Anti-Stokes Raman scattering can be understood through the strain
dependence of the electric polarizability [17]. The polarizability α associated with
the phonon is related to the induced dipole moment P and the incident electric field
of the photon, E, through the equation:
P = α · E. (2.10)
We take the time dependent electric field to be given by E(t) = E0cos(ωt), with
amplitude E0, angular frequency ω, and time t. The dipole moment is then
P (t) = α · E0cos(ωt). (2.11)
The atomic polarizability can be expanded in terms of the phonon amplitude u for
small u, giving:
α = α0 +
∂α
∂u
∣∣∣
u=0
u+ . . . (2.12)
If we take the time dependent phonon amplitude to be a harmonic oscillator with dis-
placement u(t) = u0cos(Ωt), where Ω is the phonon frequency, then the polarizability
becomes:
α(t) = α0 +
∂α
∂u
∣∣∣
u=0
u0cos(Ωt) + . . . (2.13)
To first order, the induced dipole moment is then
P (t) = α0E0cos(ωt) +
∂α
∂u
∣∣∣
u=0
u0cos(Ωt)E0cos(ωt)
= α0E0cos(ωt) +
1
2
∂α
∂u
∣∣∣
u=0
u0E0[cos((ω − Ω)t) + cos((ω + Ω)t)],
(2.14)
where we have used the relation cos(a)cos(b) = 1
2
[cos(a−b)+cos(a+b)] in the second
line. An oscillating dipole moment results in the emission of EM radiation. The first
term corresponds to the Rayleigh scattering at frequency, ω, equal to the incident
photon. The second part has two terms and is responsible for Raman scattering. The
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term corresponding to photons emitted at frequency ω − Ω is the Stokes scattering
and the term corresponding to photons emitted at ω+Ω is the anti-Stokes scattering.
Experimentally, Raman spectroscopy is accomplished by focusing incident laser
on a sample through an optical microscope. In our lab we utilize a HeNe laser with
wavelength λ = 633 nm. Laser power on the sample is kept < 4 mW through the
use of a variable neutral density filter to avoid damage to the sample [32]. The
reflected light travels back through the microscope, where it encounters a notch filter
that filters out the Rayleigh scattered light, which would otherwise overwhelm the
Raman signal. The light is then sent through a spectroscope where the spectra can
be recorded on a CCD sensor.
Graphene and Graphite have three prominent Raman peaks, labeled D, G, and
2D. The G peak occurs at ∼ 1575 cm−1 and is due to the zone center E2g mode [33].
The D peak, which occur at ∼ 1350 cm−1 is due to zone-boundary phonons. These
phonons violate the Raman fundamental selection rule, so they are not seen in a
perfect crystal. Crystal defects, or termination of the crystal structure in the form
of edges, are required to loosen the selection rule. Because of this, the D peak is
useful for determining the purity of graphene samples as well as edge purity and
crystal orientation [34]. The 2D peak occurs at ∼ 2700 cm−1 and is the result of a
double resonance process involving two phonons around the K-point [32]. The double
resonance process involves a electron-hole excitation, two electron-phonon scattering
events and an electron-hole recombination. This process results in a dependence
on the electronic structure of the graphene for the 2D peak. Monolayer graphene’s
single π and π∗ bands result in a peak with a single component, while the splitting
of bilayer graphene’s bands results in a four component peak. Figure 2.8 shows
the evolution of the line shape of the 2D peak from single layer graphene to bulk
graphite. This transition makes the 2D peak very useful for accurately determining
the layer thickness of graphene sheets, particularly given the thickness variation AFM
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Figure 2.8: Comparison of Raman 2D spectra for varying graphene thicknesses. (A)
shows the graphene 2D peak. (B) 2D peak for bilayer graphene. (C) 2D peak for
bulk graphite.
measurements give due to the chemical contrast between graphene and the SiO2
substrates [32].
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Chapter 3 Striped Nanoscale Friction and Edge Rigidity of MoS2 Layers
1
3.1 Introduction
There is tremendous interest in reducing the overall size of machines and their com-
ponents to attain the smallest moving devices possible [35]. However, at these ex-
tremely reduced dimensions the mechanical properties of the nanoscale surfaces bring
new challenges in their control and understanding [36, 37]. As machines are reduced
in size towards this nanoscale regime, atomically-thin laminar materials are becom-
ing increasingly attractive as ultra-thin coatings that could modify and protect the
mechanical component surface properties (such as the local friction and elasticity),
while maintaining the overall nanoscale topographical features [38–42]. Two of the
most important laminar materials in modifying surface mechanical properties are
graphite and MoS2, as these have long been used as dry solid lubricants in large-scale
applications due to the ability of their van der Waals (vdW) coupled layers to slide
against each other [14]. There has long been interest in the behavior of few-layer
and atomically-thin films of such laminar materials [43,44] which has received recent
extensive renewed interest [3]. Moreover, using these materials as atomically-thin
mechanical coatings has been made much more achievable due to recent advances in
the synthesis [45] and controlled placement [46] of few-layer fillms of these laminar
materials. To fully exploit this growing class of potential atomically-thin nanome-
chanical coatings, it is critically important that the nanoscale mechanical properties
of these materials be understood [39].
Towards this effort, there have been a number of advances in understanding the
nanoscale mechanical properties of these atomically-thin laminar materials. This in-
1Reproduced from Mathias J. Boland, et al., Striped Nanoscale Friction and Edge Rigidity of
MoS2 Layers, RSC Adv., 2015, 5, 92165, DOI: 10.1039/c5ra20617k with permission from the Royal
Society of Chemistry
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cludes single asperity investigations of laminar materials frictional properties, [47,48]
extreme strength and elastic properties, [49] delamination, [50,51] anisotropic friction
and puckering of their surfaces, [48, 52] and localized frictional spikes at their step
edges [53,54]. It has also been demonstrated that multi-layer [55] and single layer [53]
films of these laminar materials can effectively eliminate underlying nanoscale fric-
tional spikes associated with step edges when they are used as coatings. Recent work
has shown that covered edges of these materials have very different physical and chem-
ical properties in comparison to exposed ones [56,57] which show increased friction in
the presence of absorbed water [58]. Moreover, the sharpness of the asperity in con-
tact with an edge has been shown to play an important role in the local mechanical
properties in the vicinity of a laminar materials edge [53,57,59,60]. Through the use
of an extremely sharp asperity it was shown that an exposed edge of graphene could
be flexed and result in its stick-slip, [53] as also suggested by molecular dynamic sim-
ulations [61]. Possibly related to this behavior at step edges have been recent reports
of a striped stick-slip phase on graphite surfaces that is thought to result from the
localized puckering of its surface [62,63]. While anisotropic sliding has been observed
on MoS2 [64] (as it has on graphite surfaces [65]), localized nanoscale stick-slip and
periodic frictional modulations have not yet been observed in this laminar material.
Here we report the elasticity of MoS2 edges and a striped frictional phase at the
nanometer scale in this laminar material. We find that sharp lateral force microscopy
(LFM) tips can effectively flex the edges of MoS2, with results consistent with out-
of-plane bending. These results show that MoS2 edges are slightly stiffer compared
to those of graphene, a result which may be partly due to the stronger vdW inter-
actions of MoS2 layers. We also observe a periodic striped frictional phase on MoS2
surfaces having a wavelength of ∼ 4 nm. The striped frictional phase is shown to be
robust over regions greater than ∼ 100 nm and remain fixed to the underlying MoS2
upon variation of the fast scan direction. Our experimental results suggest that this
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nanoscale periodic frictional phase of MoS2 could be due to a striped strain field
that varies the local puckering of the atomically-thin material in the presence of an
asperity, and as a result modifies the local friction. Such robust modulations of an
atomically-thin material could have application in controlling the surface mechanical
properties at the nanoscale with long-range order.
3.2 Experimental Details
3.2.1 Sample Preparation
Silicon substrates with a 300 nm oxide layer were placed in an ultrasonic cleaner
with acetone, isopropyl alcohol, and deionized water for 3 minutes each, followed
by UV-ozone cleaning in a NovaScan PSD Series Digital UV Ozone System for 15
minutes. MoS2 (obtained through SPI Supplies) was then mechanically exfoliated
onto the silicon substrates. After exfoliation, the samples underwent CVD processing
consisting of a constant gas flow rate of 380 sccm Ar and 340 sccm H2 at 400
◦C for
one hour to remove tape residue.
3.2.2 Lateral Force Microscopy Measurements
The LFM measurements were performed using an Asylum Research MFP-3D atomic
force microscope (AFM) with PPP-LFMR and PPP-CONTSCR probes manufac-
tured by Nanosensors. Both types of probes have nominal force constants of 0.2
N/m, resonant frequencies of 23 kHz, and a tip radius of curvature less than 10 nm.
During LFM operation the probe is placed in contact with the sample surface and the
fast scan direction is chosen to be perpendicular to the cantilever beam while both
lateral and vertical deflections are measured. Prior to each LFM measurement the
adhesion force between the probe tip and the sample is measured. During each scan
the net force, Fnet is kept constant. Here, Fnet is defined as the sum of the normal
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load applied to the tip, L, and the adhesion force between the tip and the surface, All
measurements were taken in ambient laboratory conditions (temperature ∼ 20 ◦C).
To investigate the frictional response of MoS2 edges we start with sharp LFM
probes, as determined through measurement of the probes adhesion force, [53] and
focus on single layer MoS2 step edges. LFM probes are observed to catch atomic step
edges when the adhesion force is ≤2 nN. In order to maintain the sharp probes, we
limit LFM scan sizes to <1 µm, and avoid scanning over the SiO2 substrate, which is
observed to increase the adhesion force. LFM scans are performed with the fast scan
direction perpendicular to the cantilever. Both the lateral and vertical deflections
of the probe are monitored with a laser that reflects off the cantilever and onto a
four-quadrant position sensitive detector (PSD). The vertical deflection is controlled
through a feedback loop in order to maintain a constant load force as well as provide
topographical information. As an LFM probe is scanned along a surface, lateral forces
acting on the probe cause torsional rotation of the cantilever, resulting in a lateral
deflection of the laser spot at the PSD.
Calibration of the lateral voltage signal (Vlat) is performed using a low load method
introduced in Ref. [53] that assumes a vertical adhesion for atomically-thin laminar
materials, rather than the usual normal adhesion [66, 67]. Since this calibration
technique is performed at low loads, ∼ 4 nN, and over atomically smooth materials,
the probes remain sharp and exhibit minimal changes in adhesion over the course of
the calibration.
3.3 Results and Discussion
3.3.1 Elastic Response of MoS2 Edges
Figure 3.1 shows the results of lateral force microscopy (LFM) measurements of a
MoS2 step edge consisting of 10 layers on the left of a step (measured to be ∼ 6.5
nm thick relative to the SiO2 substrate using an AFM) and 9 layers on the right
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(measured to be ∼ 5.9 nm thick), as schematically illustrated in Fig. 3.1(a). Figure
3.1(b) shows a corresponding round-trip line scan of the measurement across the step-
edge with Fnet = 8.26 nN, where the blue line is the trace scan from left to right,
while the red retrace scan is from right to left. For this low-adhesion tip (with A =
1.8 nN) we observe LFM measurements that demonstrate stick-slip behavior for loads
greater than ∼ 4 nN. The line scan in Fig. 3.1(b) shows an ∼ 11 nm wide region of
increased signal at the MoS2 edge in the retrace (stepping-up) direction accompanied
with a large lateral signal, while a significantly smaller signal is observed in the trace
(stepping-down) direction. Moreover, the larger retrace signal has a roughly linear
signal as a function of distance, as expected for a spring obeying Hookes law. Such
behavior is consistently observed at the MoS2 edge, as seen in the LFM trace and
retrace scan images in Figs. 3.1(c) and 3.1(d), respectively. The graded dark region
in Fig. 3.1(d) is the spring loading (stick) of the MoS2 edge while the abrupt contrast
change on its left is the MoS2 edge abruptly slipping under the LFM tip.
Using the calibration of the LFM tip, as discussed above in Experimental details,
we are able to deduce the effective spring constant through the slope of the LFM
retrace signals, as in Fig. 3.1(b), which gives k = 0.350 ± 0.063 nN/nm for the
MoS2 edge. This spring constant and the displacement yield a stored elastic energy
of 1
2
kx2 ≈ 132 eV, which is similar to the values seen for graphene (∼ 90 eV) [53].
Given reported values of the Youngs modulus E ≈ 0.27 TPa, Poisson ratio ν ≈ 0.27,
and thickness t = 0.65 nm of MoS2, we estimate the in-plane strain energy for an
x =10 nm displacement as πt
8
E
1−ν2x
2 ≈ 46,000 eV [53,68]. This energy is much larger
than that measured with the cantilever, indicating the MoS2 edge is likely bending
out-of-plane (as depicted in Fig. 3.1(a)), rather than in-plane [53]. The fact that
the effective spring constant for flexing the MoS2 edge is slightly larger than that
measured for graphene (0.29 ± 0.11 N/m) [42] may be partially due to the larger
vdW adhesion of MoS2 (2.1 eV/nm
2) as compared to graphene (0.9 eV/nm2) [69].
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Figure 3.1: LFM of a single layer MoS2 step edge. (a) Schematic of round-trip LFM
line scan taken over a single-layer step-edge of MoS2. As illustrated by the schematic,
the MoS2 film has one extra layer on the left. (b) Round-trip LFM line scans where
the blue step-down trace scan is from left to right and the red step up retrace scan
is from right to left, consistent with the schematic in (a). LFM trace images over
the same step edge are shown in (c) for the trace direction and (d) for the retrace
direction. Measurements in (b)-(d) were made with a net load of Fnet = 8.3 nN for a
LFM tip with a 1.6 nN adhesion.
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Insight into the stick-slip response of the MoS2 step edge can be obtained by
using the model for bending laminar materials proposed in Ref. [53] which is based
on the approximate low-load analytic form of the Schwoebel-Ehrlich energy barrier
in the vicinity of an atomic step-edge [60,70,71]. This energy barrier is approximated
by U = ε{−erf(x/b1)+erf([x − c]/b2)}, [60] where ε is a constant of order an eV,
b1 represents the effective width of the MoS2 edge (x ≡ 0), which should be on
the order of the tip apex radius, and b2 and c are constants which represent a slow
recovery of the potential away from the edge which should be larger than b1. For
a tip moving into a step edge, the slip point occurs at the point where d
2U
dx2
= −k.
Previously, it was found that assuming an atomically-sharp asperity of b1 ≈ 0.1 nm
(with b2 = c = 10b1) and a reasonable energy barrier of ε= 2 eV for an atomically-thin
segment of a graphene edge yields a stick-slip distance of ∼ 11 nm, in good agreement
with the experimentally observed value [53]. For the case of a MoS2 edge using the
same normal load, the calculation of the stick-slip distance must be modified by using
the slightly larger measured spring constant. In addition, one could expect a larger
energy barrier at the MoS2 edge in comparison to a graphene edge, since the physical
step height is greater. To account for this larger barrier we take ε of the MoS2 edge
to be the value used previously for graphene scaled by the ratio of the thicknesses,
i.e., ε = 0.65 nm
0.335 nm
× 2.0 eV ≈ 3.9 eV. This modified barrier height, combined with the
measured spring constant yield an expected stick-slip distance of ∼ 19 nm, in order
of magnitude agreement with the ∼ 11 nm observed experimentally in Fig. 3.1. The
deviation between the calculated and measured stick-slip distances is likely due to
the rough estimate of the barrier energy, ε, and width, b1.
3.3.2 Nanoscale Frictional Stripes
In the vicinity of the MoS2 edges we also observe modulated nanoscale frictional
stripes. Such stripes are slightly apparent in the LFM trace image of Fig. 3.1(c), but
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become easier to discern as Fnet is decreased. Figure 3.2 shows LFM images obtained
with a nN where the frictional stripes are clearly discernable for both the trace (Fig.
3.2(a)) and retrace (Fig. 3.2(b)) scans. These features consist of modulations of the
lateral signal with a wavelength of ∼ 4.1 nm, an order of magnitude larger than the
MoS2 lattice constant (0.315 nm). Figures 3.2(c) and (d) show the lateral signal at
the locations marked by the blue and red lines in Figs. 3.2(a) and (b). Although
crossing the step edge results in an abrupt change in angle of the frictional stripes by
approximately 57◦, it does not result in a noticeable change in the modulation length
scale (i.e., the wavelength). Moreover, these frictional features appear continuous
over the scan region and show long-range order greater than ∼ 100 nm. It is likely
that the relative orientation of the stripes is related to the hexagonal symmetry of the
MoS2. While the observed angles are not exactly at 60 degree intervals, this slight
orientational deviation from that expected for the six-fold symmetric MoS2 lattice
is consistent with the reported angular deviations of stripes observed on graphene,
which are thought to arise from slight grain boundary misalignments [62].
This striped frictional phase appears robust to various methods of probing its
LFM response. For example, the scan rate of the LFM measurement over the MoS2
surface appears to make no noticeable effect, as seen in Fig. 3.3. Despite a factor of
three variation in scan rate (from 0.15 Hz to 0.45 Hz) in going from Fig. 3.3(a) to
3.3(c), there is no appreciably change in the wavelength of these features, as verified
through the use of a 2D Fast Fourier Transform (2D FFT) in Fig. 3.3(d). This
FFT shows peaks at wave number magnitudes that are all approximately 0.25 nm−1,
thus having the same wavelength regardless of scan rate, as shown in Fig. 3.3(e).
The identification of the peaks in the FFT with the stripes in the LFM images is
confirmed by selectively eliminating these Fourier components (circled in the FFT
inset in Fig. 3.3(f)) and then taking the inverse transform, which (as a result) no
longer contains the associated stripes on the right-hand side of the step. The fact that
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Figure 3.2: Periodic frictional stripes. (a) LFM trace image of MoS2 showing parallel
frictional stripes. The MoS2 on the right (left) side is ∼ 6.5 nm (5.9 nm) thick (∼ 10
(9) layers) as determined through AFM topography measurements. Upon crossing a
step edge (the brighter vertical line) the angle of the stripes abruptly changes. (b)
Same as (a), for the retrace direction. (c) and (d) are the average of 10 LFM scans
at the locations specified by the blue and red lines in (a) and (b), respectively. These
line scans show a 4.6 nm wavelength, which after correcting for the 27 ◦ angle between
the line scan and the direction perpendicular to the oscillations gives a wavelength of
4.1 nm. Adhesion and of the probe were 4.45 nN and 1 nN, respectively. Scale bars
are 10 nm.
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Figure 3.3: (a)-(c) LFM trace images of the same MoS2 region as in Fig. 3.2 taken
at a range of scan speeds, with similar adhesions and net loads. (a) LFM trace with
a scan speed of 0.15 Hz, adhesion of 4.35 nN, and Fnet of 1.01 nN. (b) Image taken
with a scan speed of 0.30 Hz, adhesion of 4.45 nN, and of 1.0 nN. (c) Image taken
with a scan speed of 0.45 Hz, adhesion of 4.13 nN, and of 1.37 nN. (d) FFT of (b)
with the peaks marked with the solid red (dashed green) arrows corresponding to
the stripes on the right (left) side of the step edge (central bright vertical region) in
(b). These peaks occur at wave number magnitudes of 0.252 nm−1 and 0.253 nm−1,
corresponding to wavelength of 3.97 nm and 3.95 nm for the features on the right
and left side, respectively. (e) Wavelength as a function of scan rate for features
to the left (red squares) and right (black triangles) of the step edge, showing no
dependence between scan rate and wavelength. (f) Selective removal of the circled
peaks in the FFT (inset) with the resulting subsequent inverse transform showing
that the associated stripes are removed from the image. All scales bars are 10 nm.
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Figure 3.4: Plot showing that the wavelength of oscillations, λ, is relatively indepen-
dent of the adhesion of the LFM probes used. The wavelength is measured with tips
having different adhesions.
the wavelength is independent of scan rate indicates that these nanoscale frictional
stripes are not due to extrinsic artifacts, such as periodic noise in the imaging system.
More evidence that the stripes do not depend strongly on the details of the probe
comes from the fact that LFM tips with different adhesions measure the same (∼ 4.1
nm) periodicity, as seen in Fig. 3.4.
The amplitude of these frictional stripes also appears relatively insensitive to the
scan parameters. In Fig. 3.5(a) we plot the RMS modulation of the lateral signal
associated with the stripes (δVlat) and the calibrated lateral force (δFlat) as a function
of scan rate in the vicinity of the step edge. (δVlat is determined by taking the square
root of the integral of the modulus squared of the associated FFT peaks.) This plot
shows that the amplitude of the stripes is relatively insensitive to the speed of the
LFM tip. Likewise, Fig. 3.5(b) also shows that the overall net load of the tip, Fnet
(from 1.42 nN to 8.26 nN), does not have an appreciable effect on the amplitude of the
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Figure 3.5: Comparison of lateral force arising from the stripe features for various
loads and scan rates with the same LFM probe. (a) Plot showing the RMS lateral
voltage signal and corresponding lateral force of the stripe features as a function of
scan rate, as determined through the FFT of the LFM signal. (b) Plot of the RMS
lateral voltage and force arising from the stripes on the right (red) and left (black)
side of the step edge as a function of Fnet. For all four Fnet values plotted, the same
LFM probe was used, and the adhesion remained between 1.31 nN and 1.71 nN. (c)
Plot of the ratio of the RMS lateral force due to the periodic stripes to the average
frictional force, Ff , as a function of Fnet.
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stripes. In contrast, the background average frictional force between the surface and
the probe increases roughly linearly, with the form Ff ≈ µFnet, where µ is found to
be ∼ 0.022. Thus, as shown in Fig. 3.5(c), the relative size of the modulated lateral
force due to the stripes to the background frictional signal, δFlat/Ff , decreases in
magnitude as Fnet is increased. This variation in the ratio is likely the reason that
the striped frictional phase is much more readily apparent at low Fnet.
Also attesting to the intrinsic nature of the lateral force modulations is the fact
that the stripes appear fixed to the MoS2 lattice, as is shown by rotating the sample
below the tip. Figure 3.6(a) shows a LFM retrace image with the fast scan direction
perpendicular to the step edge. The frictional variation on either side of the step
edge are approximately ±30◦ from the vertical. Upon rotation of the sample by ∼
30◦ clockwise (Fig. 3.6(b)) the features to the right of the step edge are perpendicular
to the fast scan direction. Thus, they appear to rotate with the sample and their
relative orientation is determined by the MoS2 surface, rather than the scan angle of
the tip (which remains the same between Figs. 3.6(a) and 3.6(b)). It is also apparent
from the rotated scan in Fig. 3.6(b) that the amplitude of the stripes is dependent
on their orientation with respect to the scan direction. This nanoscale frictional
dependence on the scan angle could be related to the long-range (average) frictional
dependence of single asperity tips on a strained and puckered surface of graphene,
which has also been shown to be anisotropic [52].
Over the range of several hundred nanometers these modulated frictional features
we observe appear to be ordered with some domains greater than 200 nm. To probe
the long-range variation of these domains, we make LFM measurements at locations
separated by several microns on the ∼ 5.2 nm thick flake of MoS2 shown in the AFM
image in Fig. 3.7(a). Figs. 3.7(b) and 3.7(c) show lateral trace images of the flake
at the locations marked in Fig. 3.7(a) by the solid red and blue dashed arrows,
respectively. These two locations are separated by ∼ 2.5 µm on a single terrace and
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Figure 3.6: LFM images showing the effects of varying the scan angle on the MoS2
frictional features. (a) LFM retrace image with the LFM probe scanning perpendic-
ular to the MoS2 step edge, showing frictional features on both sides of the step edge.
(b) LFM retrace after the sample was rotated ∼ 30◦ clockwise. Frictional features on
the right side of the step edge rotate with the sample and appear nearly perpendicular
to the fast scan direction. The features on the left side of the step edge, which have
been rotated so that they are closer to being parallel to the fast scan direction, are
no longer visible. For reference, the red arrows in (a) and (b) mark the same point
on the sample. Scale bars are 10 nm.
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Figure 3.7: AFM and LFM images showing frictional features at various locations
on a MoS2 flake. (a) Tapping mode AFM height image of a MoS2 flake. (b) Lateral
trace image taken at the location marked by the solid red arrow showing frictional
features perpendicular to the fast scan direction. (c) Lateral trace image taken at the
location marked by the dashed blue arrow. The frictional features at this location
appear rotated ∼ 55◦ relative to those in (b). The data in (a)-(c) were taken at the
same scan angle, with the same probe.
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there are no step edges between them. Relative to the nearly vertically-oriented
frictional features seen in Fig. 3.7(b), the frictional features seen in Fig. 3.7(c) are
rotated ∼ 55 ◦, indicating that the orientation is not maintained on the scale of several
microns.
The stripes we observe seem to arise from the actual MoS2 and do not appear to be
due to any topographical distortions of its surface, such as microscopic corrugation,
wrinkles, or ripples [72–76]. Although some of our contact mode LFM measurements
have a very small striped topographical signal smaller than 0.05 nm in magnitude
according to simultaneously acquired AFM height measurements, it seems likely that
it is a measurement artifact due to a slight crosstalk from the lateral to vertical
scanning probe signal resulting from slight misalignment of the PSD [77]. If the
modulated friction signal were, instead, due to an actual height variation of the
MoS2 surface, we would expect the amplitude of the modulation to increase linearly
with increasing load applied by the tip, [66] in contrast to the roughly constant
behavior observed in Fig. 3.5(b). Another possible artifact that we exclude is poor
feedback control, where a small surface corrugation could result in a modulated Fnet
if feedback were lost yielding a spatially varying Ff . However, such an extrinsic
feedback issue seems inconsistent with our measurements, as it would likely depend
on scan frequency, in contrast with the results in Fig. 3.4. Moreover, estimating the
variation in the frictional force using a conservative upper-bound estimate of 0.05
nm as a possible height modulation (and assuming the measured 0.022 background
friction coefficient and the 0.2 N/m vertical spring constant of the cantilever) gives
a value two orders of magnitude smaller for the stripes than the signal we measure
with LFM. Thus, we conclude that the measured modulated frictional stripes do not
appear to directly stem from surface topographical variations.
Instead, our results suggest that the striped LFM signal is due to coupling of the
asperity to a modulated strain on the surface of MoS2. Related to this possibility,
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it has recently been suggested that a single asperity tip could indirectly couple via
a puckered region to strained graphene and its resulting ripples, leading to large
(micron) scale anisotropic friction [52]. Like the observed stripes we report here, that
previous work did not see direct topographic evidence for any atomic- or nanoscale
modulations. Instead, it was suggested that possible strain and ripples within the
graphene are only detectable via a puckered region below an asperity as it slides over
the surface [52]. The frictional stripes we observe seem to be consistent with a similar
underlying mechanism, but with a much smaller (∼4 nm) nanoscale modulation.
The stripe features we observe on MoS2 also have intriguing similarities to re-
cent reports of nanoscale modulated stick-slip of an asperity dragged over a graphite
surface [62,63]. As with our results here on MoS2, this previous work showed a mod-
ulation of the lateral signal along equally spaced parallel stripes with a length scale of
approximately 4 nm. Like the report of anisotropic friction on graphene, [52] it was
suggested that puckering underneath an asperity is a sensitive probe of local strain
fields, which in the case of graphite results in nanoscale stick-slip events in an or-
dered arrangement of stripes [62, 63]. Similar to our report here and the anisotropic
friction of Ref. [52], this strain field is only readily apparent through lateral force
measurements, and not through direct topographical measurement. Although these
are intriguing similarities between our observations and those on graphite, there is
an important distinction between the two. In the case of MoS2, evidence for stick-
slip events in the vicinity of the stripes is not apparent in the experiments, as it is
for graphite [62]. Moreover, we also do not see any evidence of the associated scan
speed dependence observed for the stripes in graphite related to stick-slip events, [63]
suggesting that we are in fact observing a modulated friction at the 4 nm scale. The
source of this difference could be due to the stiffer MoS2 layers (in comparison to
graphite) that do not allow for the puckered region under an asperity to be easily
caught by the tip. Despite this lack of stick slip for MoS2, the puckering underneath
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an asperity still appears in our measurements to be able to couple to the local strain
resulting in a modulated friction. Overall, the surprisingly similar nanoscale spa-
tial modulation of our lateral force and the previously reported striped stick-slip in
graphite suggests there may be a common origin. Future experiments will need to
determine if such nanoscale modulation is in fact a general property of such laminar
materials and whether its properties can be suitably tuned for surface modification
over extremely short length scales
3.4 Conclusions
In conclusion, we have observed extremely small-scale mechanical properties of the
laminar material MoS2 within the 10 nm size regime. Low-adhesion asperities have
been shown to catch and flex the MoS2 edges over a length of order 10 nm. These
MoS2 edges are found to be 20% stiffer than those of graphene, with strain energies
consistent with out-of-plane bending. In the vicinity of these MoS2 edges, we have also
obtained the first experimental evidence for a modulated striped nanoscale frictional
phase. These frictional stripes are modulated on the extremely small 4.1 nm length
over domains greater than 100 nm. The ordered frictional stripes appear to be an
intrinsic property of the MoS2 surface layers, as the scanning properties of the asperity
do not make a noticeable contribution to their modulation length. Our results suggest
that the frictional stripes could be due to a modulation in the local strain in the MoS2
that couples to the puckered region below a single asperity LFM tip. It is possible
that these stripes are related to ripple strain that has been suggested as an underlying
mechanism of electron scattering [73] and anisotropic friction in graphene [52].
A particularly significant aspect of our results is the fact that the ∼ 4 nm length
scale of the modulated friction we observe has intriguing similarities to recently re-
ported stick-slip lateral force stripes on graphite, which are also thought to arise from
coupling puckered surfaces to nanoscale strain fields [62, 63]. In addition to having
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a very similar modulation length, our results and those of Refs. [62] and [63] only
obtain a striped force modulation laterally, without appreciable topographic varia-
tion. This intriguing similarity raises the prospect that such ordered modulation of
surface nanomechanical properties could be a general feature in the growing array of
laminar materials. These results could have important implications to controlling and
understanding the ultra-short nanomechanical features of MoS2 that, due to its ubiq-
uitous application as a dry-solid lubricant, is a promising material for future use as
atomically-thin coatings to nanoscale machines. Moreover, while our work was under
review we became aware of a recent manuscript posted on the arXiv [78] reporting
observations of a striped phase on hexagonal BN (another laminar 2D material) and
its relation to anisotropic friction which was attributed, alternatively, to surface ad-
sorbates [79–83]. Taken together, this other work on BN and our results presented
here on MoS2, it suggests the fascinating possibility that nanoscale frictional stripes
might be widely observable in the growing family of 2D materials.
Copyright c© Mathias J. Boland, 2016.
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Chapter 4 Nonlinear Ballistic Transport in an Atomically Thin
Material1
4.1 Introduction
Since the advent of the electronics era, there has been a long-term trend of scal-
ing electronic component sizes downwards in order to improve their performance
and efficiency. Atomically-thin materials are ideal components of such extremely-
scaled devices, [43] as these materials already have the smallest achievable thickness.
Graphene, one such atomically-thin material consisting of sp2-bonded carbon, [3] has
been of particular interest for high-speed electronics [84–86]. Ultra-short graphene
field effect transistors (GFETs) are promising for high speed applications due in part
to their potential intrinsic nonlinear ballistic transport of charge carriers, [85–88]
where the mean free path is comparable to the relevant channel length. This intrinsic
nonlinear ballistic transport is determined principally by the dispersion relation (i.e.,
the density of ballistic modes) of the material components, rather than the channel
length or the extrinsic electron tunneling and transmission properties of the system,
like Fabry-Perot interference effects commonly observed in phase coherent mesoscopic
systems [16].
Previous work on atomically-thin materials has demonstrated nonlinearities due
to diffusive drift-velocity saturation [89–92], extrinsic heating, [93] and the coupling
of individual ballistic modes [94, 95]. Although the coupling of individual modes is
an intrinsic ballistic effect, it is distinct from those resulting from mode density vari-
ations which have recently received attention as a way to achieve ballistic negative
differential resistance (NDR) – an attractive property for ultra-short ballistic device
1Adapted, with permission, from Mathias J. Boland, et al., Nonlinear Ballistic Transport in an
Atomically Thin Material, ACS Nano, 2016, 10 (1), pp 1231-1239. DOI: 10.1021/acsnano.5b06546.
Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society
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applications, like high-speed switches and amplifiers [88]. As such, conclusive evi-
dence of intrinsic nonlinear ballistic transport due to mode density variations in an
atomically-thin material has remained elusive [85,88,96].
Here we show quantitative experimental evidence for intrinsic nonlinearity re-
sulting from ballistic conduction due to a variation of the density of modes in an
ultra-short channel of graphene. This behavior is shown to be distinctly differ-
ent to that observed in similarly prepared ultra-short devices consisting of bilayer
graphene channels. These results suggest that the addition of only one extra layer of
an atomically-thin material can make a significant impact on the nonlinear ballistic
behavior of ultra-short devices, which are possibly due to the very different chiral
tunneling of their charge carriers [10]. We find that the nonlinear ballistic transport
persists up to room temperature even while situated on a readily accessible SiO2
substrate, making it achievable in technologically-relevant environments. Although
ballistic transport has previously been reported in graphene, such behavior typical
requires very low-temperatures, [97] suspended samples, [95], [98–100] or specially
designed substrates [93, 101]. Moreover, ballistic behavior on a common oxide (like
SiO2) at technologically useful ambient temperatures is not typically clearly distin-
guishable, even for channels as short as 50 nm in length [102].
4.2 Results and Discussion
To achieve the ultra-short GFETs, as illustrated in a Fig. 4.1A, we utilize a metallic
nanogap break junction positioned over either single-layer or bi-layer graphene. Such
metallic nanogaps have been extensively used over the last two decades to investigate
electrical conduction through single molecules and atoms [103]. To achieve the GFET
structure on a solid substrate backed with a gate electrode as in Fig. 4.1A, we utilize
a break junction formed through an electromigrated metallic nanogap situated on top
of the single-layer and bi-layer graphene [104–106]. To avoid excessive heat dissipation
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Figure 4.1: Overview and fabrication of an ultra-short channel graphene field effect
transistor (GFET) (A) Schematic illustration of an ultra-short channel GFET. (B)
Optical image of a Au metallic wire with a narrow (approximately 450 nm wide)
constriction lithographically deposited onto the surface of a single layer of graphene.
As outlined schematically below the image, the exposed graphene is etched away and
a nanogap is formed using feedback controlled electromigration (FCE). (C) charac-
teristics during FCE formation of the metallic nanogap on graphene. (D) Field effect
of the device at various stages of the FCE shown in (C). (E) Scanning electron mi-
croscope image of the resulting nanogap after FCE and the electrical measurements
have been performed. (F) Nonlinear current versus applied of the ultra-short GFET.
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and thermal runaway during device formation, [104, 107, 108] which can damage the
underlying graphene layers, we utilize feedback controlled electromigration (FCE)
[104]. FCE has been shown to result in clean nanogaps with well-defined metallic
interfaces [109] that can be simultaneously fabricated in parallel [110–112]. In the
work we present here, the careful monitoring of the device evolution using FCE is
critical to avoid damaging the underlying graphene, as large applied current densities
and electric fields have previously been shown to breakdown these atomically-thin
films [113–117]. The construction of the ultra-short channel GFET consists of the
three-step process schematically outlined in Fig. 4.1B. First, a 30 nm thick Au
nanowire with a narrow constriction is lithographically evaporated on top of exfoliated
single-layer or bi-layer graphene, as shown in the optical image of a typical device in
Fig. 4.1B. The sample is then plasma etched to remove exposed graphene, followed
finally by application of FCE to produce a nanogap bridged only by the graphene in
the vicinity of the constriction. FCE is performed by utilizing a sequence of voltage
bias (Vb) ramps that slowly opens up a nanogap, [104] as shown in Fig. 4.1C for the
construction of a single-layer GFET device. (See section 4.3 for details.) We monitor
the progress of the nanogap graphene channel at various stages by investigating its
electric field effect with a gate electrode, as shown in Fig. 4.1D for this single-layer
sample. Initially, the structure shows negligible response as a function of gate voltage
(Vg), but as FCE proceeds field effect becomes discernable indicating that the current
is increasingly passing through the underlying graphene. Once the peak resistance
of the device reaches about 800 Ω, the two-probe conductance of the device shows
increased stability. At this stage, the gate dependence of the low-bias conductance
is qualitatively similar to the behavior of a long-channel GFET device where a
high resistance peak is observed. This behavior indicates that a metallic nanogap
has fully opened and is bridged only by the underlying graphene channel. This
is confirmed by a scanning electron microscope (SEM) image (taken after all the
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electrical measurements discussed below have been performed) in Fig. 4.1E, which
shows a nanogap between two Au electrodes on the single-layer graphene. Starting
with 16 structures like that shown in Fig. 4.1B, we have successfully used FCE to
form six GFETs, with four of these being robust enough to survive the high-bias
investigation that follows. Although the success rate for producing GFETs with FCE
is lower than for bare nanogaps, which is probably due to the possibility of damaging
the underlying graphene, it is likely that the yield could be significantly improved in
the future through fine tuning of the synthesis and feedback parameters.
While the low-bias behavior of the single-layer device in Fig. 4.1D resembles that
of a long-channel GFET, the high-bias regime shows significant nonlinear deviations
where the gate dependence diminishes, as seen in the I−Vb curves in Fig. 4.1F. This is
clearly observed by looking at the differential conductance as a function of Vb, shown
in Fig. 4.2A at 77 K. This plot shows a low-bias conductance peak with significant
gate dependence, whereas at higher biases the differential conductance loses its field
effect. That is, these curves have low and high bias behaviors that are separated by a
low differential-conductance quasi-saturation regime. The complete behavior of this
nonlinear response as a function of gate and bias voltages can be investigated through
differential conductance maps for both the 77 K (Fig. 4.2B) and room temperature
(Fig. 4.2C) measurements. These differential conductance maps show that the quasi-
saturation point, denoted as the value of Vb where the minimum in the differential
conductance occurs, is symmetrically positioned about zero-bias and increases as the
graphene channel is tuned away from it neutrality point.
Similar ultra-short devices consisting, instead, of bi-layer graphene show distinctly
different nonlinear behavior, as seen in the differential conductance maps of one two
such devices in Figs. 4.2D and F. In the bi-layer case, the prominent zero-bias conduc-
tance peak observed for single-layer devices is replaced by nonlinearities that more
closely resemble the behavior of a conventional tunnel junction, where ∂I/∂Vb in-
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Figure 4.2: Nonlinear conductance of an ultra-short GFET. (A) Differential con-
ductance of an ultra-short single-layer GFET for various gate voltages at 77 K. (B)
Differential conductance map as a function of applied bias voltage and gate voltage
at 77 K for the single-layer device in A. (C) Differential conductance map as a func-
tion of applied bias voltage and gate voltage at room temperature of 293 K for the
single-layer device in A. (D) Differential conductance map as a function of applied
bias voltage and gate voltage for a bi-layer GFET at 77 K showing distinct behavior
compared to the single-layer device. (E) Differential conductance map as a function
of bias voltage and gate voltage of a second single- layer device at 77 K showing qual-
itative agreement B. (F) Differential conductance map as a function of bias voltage
and gate voltage of a second bilayer device at 293 K showing qualitative agreement
with D.
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creases as the bias voltage and (thus) the tunnel barrier is tilted [118]. We have, to
date, measured in detail four nanogap GFETs, which include two single-layer and
two bi-layer devices. (See Fig. 4.7 and section 4.8 for additional measurements.)
Our measurements indicate that the addition of a single atomically-thin graphene
layer (in going from one to two layers) makes a significant reproducible impact on
the nonlinear behavior of these ultra-short devices. In the following discussion, we
will focus on the behavior of one of the single-layer devices (the one shown in Fig.
4.1, Fig. 4.2B, and Fig. 4.2C) and show that the nonlinearities can be quantitatively
described by an analytical model for an ultra-short ballistic graphene channel.
The observed transport characteristics of a single-layer device can be understood
using the intrinsic ultra-short channel GFET ballistic model illustrated in Fig. 4.3
[88]. This intrinsic ballistic model ignores phase coherent effects, such as Fabry-
Perot interference, that are not clearly discernable in our measurements. (For a
more detailed discussion of possible coherent effects see section 4.9.3) In the intrinsic
ballistic model we use, the graphene below the two metal electrodes acts as the
source and drain to the device, with the channel consisting of the nanoscale graphene
segment located in the nanogap between them, as can be seen schematically in Fig.
4.3A. These different regions are represented by the three linear graphene dispersion
relations in Fig. 4.3B.
The average velocity of a state, which determines its direction, is given by (1/~)∇kE.
[8] Those states in Fig. 4.3B with an average velocity having a component pointing
from the source to drain are rightward going, and in the ballistic model are filled to
the electrochemical potential of the source. Likewise, those states that have an aver-
age velocity component pointing in the opposite direction (i.e., from drain to source)
are leftward going and are only filled up to the electrochemical potential of the drain.
While the states in the vicinity of the two K points of graphene have opposite pseu-
dospin and chirality, the group velocities and filling of these two cones are equivalent
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for the experimentally relevant energies close to the Dirac point. Thus, we only show
one representative cone in each region of the model in Fig. 4.3. Moreover, due to
the lack of scattering in a ballistic channel, the state occupation is not dependent on
the location within the channel and, as a result, can be represented by the filling of
a single Dirac cone.
Due to the doping of the graphene under the metallic electrodes, [119] the Fermi
levels in the source and drain are offset from the neutrality point, as is depicted
in Fig. 4.3B. By applying a positive gate voltage the Fermi level in the channel is
increased in relation to the neutrality point, as depicted in Fig. 4.3B. The ballistic
transport of such a system is specified by Landauer conduction and is determined by
the minimum number of transverse modes at each relevant energy in either the source,
drain, or channel (section 4.5). We assume that the metallic doping of the source and
drain regions is large enough such that the channel always has the minimum number
of transverse modes at all relevant energies for our experiments between the source
and drain Fermi levels, µS and µD, which permits an analytic solution as a function
of Vg and Vb. In this intrinsic model, when the drain voltage is increased (in going
from Fig. 4.3B to Fig. 4.3C) while keeping Vg fixed, rightward going electron states
are increased in the channel at the expense of leftward going states such that the
total charge is kept approximately constant. The overall current, for a fixed source-
drain bias voltage, is then given by the integrated number of modes between the
source and drain Fermi levels. When the drain Fermi level is decreased to the point
that it crosses the neutrality point of the channel the model predicts an inflection in
the I − Vb behavior, as is seen in the measurements in Fig. 4.2. The symmetry with
respect to the source-drain voltage in the data can be understood through the ballistic
model as arising from the oppositely applied Vb causing the channels neutrality point
to pass the Fermi-level of the source. At larger source-drain biases the neutrality
point is located between the source and drain Fermi levels (such as in Fig. 4.3D). In
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this high-bias regime, the total current is relatively insensitive to the position of the
neutrality point of the channel and diminished gate response beyond the inflection
point is expected, in agreement with the data in Figs. 4.2A-C.
Figure 4.3E shows the calculated differential conductance map of the ballistic
model as a function of bias and gate voltages. In addition to the linear dispersion
of graphene, there are only three input parameters to the model two specified by
well-determined geometrical aspects of the device while a third does not affect the
nonlinear response. The first parameter is the transverse width of the device, which is
directly measured to be 600 ± 40 nm using the image of the nanogap in Fig. 4.1E. The
exact length of the nanogap (i.e., the distance between the Au electrodes) appears
to vary predominantly on the 10-20 nm scale over the width of the nanogap, consis-
tent with previous reports of higher-resolution imaging of electromigrated nanogaps
formed at room temperature [120]. Although the precise nanogap length is not clearly
discernable in our SEM imaging, its value does not enter into the intrinsic ballistic
behavior as long as it is short enough to maintain ballistic transport of the carriers.
The second required parameter is the gate-channel coupling which is directly given
by the planar parallel plate value of Cox = 0.115 fF µm−2 for the 300 nm SiO2 thickness
used in our experiments. While sufficient gate coupling can be difficult to achieve in
metallic nanogap devices, [121] we expect significant coupling over the entire width
of our nanogap GFET due to the non-zero density of states in graphene and the fact
that the channel is located on the same side as the gate electrode and should not
be strongly screened. Supporting this view, a minimum nanogap length of ∼ 0.36
nm required to achieve effective gate coupling can be estimated using the relevant
density of states for graphene (see section 4.7) Since the nanogap channel should be
more than an order of magnitude larger than this, we should be justified in utilizing
the planar capacitance model with minimal variation of the capacitive coupling over
its width due to changes in the gap length.
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Figure 4.3: Ultra-short channel GFET ballistic model. (A) Device schematic show-
ing the graphene nanogap channel and the source/drain contacts. Vg is applied to
the doped Si substrate, while Vb is applied across the source and drain. (B) Band
schematic of the three components of the ultra-short GFET. The light gray line in-
dicates the relative locations of the graphene CNP in the source, channel, and drain.
The regions circled in green are enlarged on the right for clarity. The red and blue
dashed lines indicate the level of the electrochemical potentials of the source and
drain, which set the quasi-Fermi levels for the rightward and leftward moving states
in the channel, respectively. The source and drain are p-doped due to the overlapping
metal, while the channels charge is determined by the underlying gate electrode. For
a positive gate voltage, states are filled in the channel while the source and drain
are held relatively constant by the metal. (C) For positive applied bias voltage, and
with a fixed gate voltage, the drain Fermi-level is lowered such that the states on the
channel keep the charge density approximately constant in the channel. (D) When
the drain Fermi-level passes the neutrality point of the channel for high positive ap-
plied bias voltage, as shown in this illustration, the model predicts an inflection point
in the I − Vb behavior. (E) Calculated conductance map according to the ballistic
model with an additional series resistor of Rs = 350 Ω.
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In addition, the overall doping level of the nanogap channel should not affect
the calculated response, apart from an overall shift in Fig. 4.3E along its horizontal
gate axis. For our model calculation, we assume that the channel does not have an
overall offset doping level, which is consistent with our measurements in Fig. 4.2B
and reported ab initio calculations [122]. Although other calculations of a single thick
electrode, in the vicinity of a gate, suggests that it could cause graphene to be strongly
doped over long distances; [123] the actual doping is expected to be highly dependent
on the overall geometry of the device. Specifically, ab initio computations of nanogap
metallic electrode pairs with nanoscale thickness, [122] which are more relevant to
our geometries, have found that doping only persists a few nanometers away from
the electrode edges into the graphene channel, and that the CNP of a ∼ 10 nm long
channel corresponds very closely to zero net doping when it is not in the immediate
vicinity of a gate. Thus, the non-doped nanogap channel we model is consistent with
the thinned electrodes that result from FCE-formed metallic nanogaps [109].
The final input parameter to the model is an effective series resistor Rs (chosen
as 350 Ω for the calculations in Fig. 4.3E) that accounts for dissipation in the metal
wire and scattering at the channel interfaces, but which does not contribute to the
nonlinear behavior measured. While the value of Rs is expected to depend on the gate
voltage (as discussed in section 4.9.2), a qualitative understanding of the differential
conductance maps in Fig. 4.2B and Fig. 4.2C can be obtained through the use of a
representative constant value for Rs of 350 Ω.
The results of the calculation using these parameters is shown in Fig. 3ED, which
reproduces the salient features of the experimental data in Figs. 4.2A-C. Both show
quasi-saturation that is symmetric with respect to Vb at increasing biases as Vg is
increased. Moreover, like the experimental data, the calculated model reproduces the
gate tunable zero-bias conductance peak experimentally measured in Figs. 4.2A-C.
While the high-bias ballistic quasi-saturation model reproduces the principal features
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of our ultra-short GFET, it neglects energy broadening, [88,124] which is apparent in
the experiments in that the differential conductance dip is not as sharp at the inflec-
tion point as it is for the theory. Away from the inflection point, it is expected that
the effects of energy broadening should be minimal, [88] and in this regime the non-
linear transport measurements can be quantitatively and unambiguously compared
to the ballistic transport model, as follows.
To quantitatively compare the nonlinear transport measurements to the ballistic
model, we investigate ∂Vb/∂I = RS(T, Vg) + RL(Vg + RNL(Vg,I)), where RL is the
low-bias linear ballistic resistance, and RNL contains all the nonlinearities due to
ballistic transport. Since the voltage drops across the nonlinear channel and the
effective series resistance should add up to the total applied Vb, this analysis allows
us to quantitatively compare the nonlinearities observed with those from the intrinsic
ballistic model, without requiring prior knowledge of the value of RS. To achieve this
quantitative comparison, we compute ∂Vb/∂I from the measurements and subtract
a constant resistance such that the data match the expected low-bias linear ballistic
behavior. The results of this analysis for the 77 K data, at a Vg relative to the charge
neutrality point of the channel (VCNP ) given by Vg − VCNP = -0.5 V, -2.5 V, and
-4.5 V, are plotted in Fig. 4.5A, C, and E, and show excellent agreement with the
computed ballistic nonlinearities. Moreover, the room temperature data also show
excellent agreement with the same nonlinear ballistic model, as seen in Fig. 4.5B,
D, and F, with just slightly increased broadening apparent in the vicinity of the
inflection points. In the vicinity of the charge neutrality point of the channel (i.e.,
when |Vg−VCNP | . 4 V) the broadening obscures the minimum in ∂Vb/∂I; however,
we find that a Rs can still be subtracted from the measurements making it apparent
that the high-bias nonlinearities show excellent agreement with the ballistic theory
at both 77 K and room temperature, as is seen in Figs. 4.5A and 4.5B. The good
agreement between the measured nonlinearities and the ballistic theory within the
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Figure 4.4: Quantitative comparison between inflection points of ultra-short GFET
and the ballistic theory. We define the inflection point as the bias voltage where the
∂Vb/∂I reaches a minimum for a given gate voltage. (A) Current at the inflection
point versus gate voltage for the ballistic theory (black line), and experiment (green
triangles correspond to Vb > 0 and blue circles correspond to Vb < 0). Filled and
hollow symbols correspond to data sets with larger and smaller gate sweep ranges, re-
spectively. (B) Plot of Vb versus Vg−VCNP showing the location of the experimentally
determined inflection points.
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Figure 4.5: Quantitative comparison between nonlinear response of ultra-short GFET
and the ballistic theory. (A-F) for the ballistic theory (solid lines) plotted against the
experimentally determined values for measurements at 77 K (blue squares) and room
temperature (red triangles) with a series resistance (RS) subtracted off and plotted in
(G). (H) Comparison between theory and experiment of the nonlinear quartic fitting
coefficient determined within the inflection points for Vg − VCNP < 10 V.
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inflection points persists to negative gate voltages down to ∼ -8.5 V. Figures 4.5E
and 4.5F show the excellent agreement within the inflection points at Vg − VCNP =
-4.5 V and -4 V for 77 K and room temperature, respectively. (See section 4.8 for
comparisons over the entire range.)
The subtracted Rs determined over an extended range of Vg in the above analysis
is shown in Fig. 4.5G. The gate dependence of this series resistance can be understood
to arise from scattering that might be expected to arise from channel interfaces that
are not perfectly parallel. An estimate of the gate-dependence of the series resistance
can be obtained by assuming this additional diffusive scattering is consistent with
Matthiessens rule and given by the Boltzmann transport resistance of graphene (see
section 4.9). Using the channel length as the mean free path in the Boltzmann
resistance, in addition to the series resistance of the Au lead at 77 K, results in the
solid curve shown Fig. 4.5G, which agrees with the experimentally observed gate-
dependent rise of RS as the device is tuned near its CNP.
The agreement between the measured nonlinearities and those of the intrinsic
ballistic model demonstrates the important role that Klein tunneling can play in
ultra-short GFETs. The ballistic model is based on the assumption that the elec-
trons pass through the source-channel and drain-channel interfaces with near perfect
transmission [88]. This near perfect transmission is a unique feature of chiral tun-
neling of massless carriers (known as Klein tunneling) incident perpendicularly to
energy barriers, [10] as is expected for graphene when the channel is tuned near its
neutrality point.
The unique features of chiral tunneling could also be the source of the distinctly
different nonlinear behavior of ultra-short bi-layer graphene, as seen in the Fig. 4.2D.
In bi-layer devices the chiral tunneling should be described by an exponentially decay-
ing transmission as a function of channel length, [10] much like conventional quantum
tunneling through an insulating barrier. [118] For such exponentially-decaying trans-
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port, it is reasonable to expect nonlinear response similar to a standard tunnel barrier
without the zero-bias peak observed in the single-layer devices (consistent with the
measurements of the bi-layer devices in Fig. 4.2D and 4.2F).
For the single-layer case in the strongly n-doped regime (at large positive gate
voltages) we expect reduced transmission for Klein tunneling, [125–127] which is
consistent with the measured low-bias linear resistance in Fig. 4.1D. In this n-doped
regime the total effective transmission (which includes effects of scattering at the
channel interfaces) becomes significantly reduced, which is in stark contrast to the
high constant transmission, greater than 0.4, for the p-doped case (see section 4.9.1
and Fig. 4.10). The reduction in the effective transmission when the channel is
strongly n-doped for Vg − VCNP & 8 V corresponds well with the breakdown of
the ballistic model in describing the measured nonlinearities (see section 4.8). This
reduced transmission and breakdown of the nonlinear ballistic model for positive gates
are likewise consistent with p-doping of the graphene in the source and drain regions
under the Au, as is theoretically expected [119].
The nonlinear measurements at negative gates show excellent agreement with the
intrinsic ballistic model at biases within the inflection points a regime where the
transmission through each mode of the channel should be nearly perfect [10, 88]. To
perform a quantitative comparison over this extended regime we compare quartic fits
of the calculated and measured ∂Vb/∂I. A quartic fit (of the form ∂Vb/∂I = R0+a4I
4,
where a4 is the quartic fitting coefficient) captures the essential features of the non-
linearities in the ballistic model over the relevant gate range in the experiments (see
section 4.8). In Fig. 4.5H we compare this quartic fit for the theory and measure-
ments at 77 K and find that they agree with each other over a 30 V range of gate
voltages (corresponding to a range of channel charge density from 9.5× 1011 cm−2 to
3.1 × 1012 cm−2) and ∼ two-orders of magnitude variation in the quartic response.
Moreover, the quantitative agreement up to room temperature suggests that ballis-
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tic transport effects could be achievable in ultra-short nanogap devices consisting of
atomically-thin components in technologically-relevant environments, a result that
has direct relevance to the goal of achieving the smallest and fastest electronics.
4.3 Methods
4.3.1 Sample Fabrication
Graphene nanogap devices were fabricated on p-doped silicon substrates with a
300 nm thick SiO2 layer [2], as detailed in Appendix A. Graphene flakes are me-
chanically exfoliated from Kish graphite in dry nitrogen [128]. Graphene thickness
is determined based on Raman microscopy [129, 130]. Electron beam lithography
is used to define 30 nm thick gold nanowires in a bowtie geometry on top of the
graphene flakes [120]. An Oxford Instruments Plasmalab80plus is used to etch away
excess graphene with an O2 plasma [106]. Electromigration of the gold electrodes is
performed in a Lakeshore probe station under vacuum (& 4 × 10−5 Torr) at 293 K.
Computer controlled feedback is maintained during electromigration to prevent ther-
mal damage to the underlaying graphene. Electrical measurements are performed
under vacuum at both 77 K and 293 K in the same probe station.
4.3.2 Nanogap Formation
In order to open a nanogap in the gold electrodes, feedback controlled electromigration
is used. This is achieved by slowly increasing the bias voltage, Vb, across a nanowire.
Both current and resistance are monitored during this process [104, 110]. As the
voltage increases, the current density increases, resulting in electromigration of the
gold atoms in the vicinity of the bowtie, where the current density is highest. As
the cross sectional area of the bow tie decreases, the resistance increases. When the
resistance has increased by ∼ 2 % the computer decreases the voltage by ∼ 20 % to
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stop the electromigration, and avoid damage to the underlying graphene. This process
is repeated until a nanogap is formed, leaving a graphene channel underneath.
4.3.3 Electrical Measurements
I – Vb measurements are performed by sweeping the bias voltage in 1 mV steps from
−400 mV to 400 mV. The highly p-doped silicon substrate is used as a back gate,
while the 300 nm SiO2 functions as the gate dielectric. Gate voltages are kept within
a ±60 V range to avoid dielectric breakdown of the SiO2. During each I – Vb sweep,
the gate voltage is held at a constant value. The gate voltage is then incremented
and another I – Vb sweep is performed. This process is repeated over a desired gate
range in order to create I – Vb – Vg maps. Bias voltage is applied using a National
Instruments BNC 2120 DAQ, while a Keithley 6517A is used to both measure current
and to apply the gate voltage.
4.4 Gate Hysteresis
The gate response of the samples tend to have a slight hysteresis of the charge neutral-
ity point (CNP) where the resistance is peaked, as shown in Fig. 4.6 for the sample
in Fig. 4.1 of the main text at 77 K. The differential conductance maps presented
throughout (such as in Fig. 4.2 of the main text) were performed by stepping Vg from
negative to positive voltages, whereas the low-bias resistance plots versus Vg shown
in Fig. 4.1D were taken with the gate stepped in the opposite direction. Thus, the
CNP determined by the differential conductance maps are about 1.6 V lower in gate
voltage than for the low-bias measurements in the main text.
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Figure 4.6: Hysteresis of low-bias behavior of samples. The low-bias resistance mea-
sured at 77 K of the sample presented in Fig. 4.1 of the main text. The measurements
were initiated at Vg = 0 V, swept to Vg = +60 V, then down to Vg = -60V, and finally
back to Vg = 0 V.
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4.5 Nonlinear Ballistic Model
We extend a recently proposed model [88] for an ultra-short ballistic graphene field
effect transistor (GFET) appropriate for the gate coupling in our experiments. In this
model, the source and drain regions are assumed to be made of a single layer graphene
with a gold contact deposited on the top that effectively p-dopes the underlying
graphene. The neutrality points of the source, channel, and drain regions are denoted
by Ed,S, Ed,G and Ed,D, respectively. In this model, we assume that the Vb and Vg do
not strongly alter the electrode doping of the source and drain regions. This metal
induced doping of graphene is incorporated in our model through a fixed energy
difference ∆ES, ∆ED between the Fermi level and Dirac point of source and drain
electrodes.
∆ES = µS − Ed,S (4.1)
∆ED = µD − Ed,D (4.2)
Using the Landauer formalism, [16] the ballistic current is,
I =
2e
h
∫ ∞
−∞
M(E)[fS(E)− fD(E)] dE, (4.3)
where e is the electron charge, fS(E) and fD(E) are the source and drain Fermi
distributions with Fermi levels µS and µD respectively, and M(E) is the minimum
number of available transport modes in the three-component system amongst the
source (MS(E)), channel (MG(E)), and drain regions (MD(E)), i.e.,
M(E) = min[MS(E),MG(E),MD(E)]. (4.4)
The number of modes in each of the three regions is given by,
MS,G,D(E) =
2W
π~vF
|E − Ed,S,G,D|, (4.5)
where vF is the graphene Fermi velocity and W is the effective width of the channel,
which we have taken as 600 nm from the scanning electron microscopy image in Fig.
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4.1E of the main text in order to make quantitative comparisons between theory and
our experimental results.
In order to evaluate the integral in Eq. (4.3), the charge carrier density in the
channel region is required, which is given by,
n =
∫ ∞
Ed,G
D(E)[fS(E) + fD(E)] dE, (4.6)
and,
p =
∫ Ed,G
∞
D(E)[(1− fS(E)) + (1− fD(E))] dE, (4.7)
where D(E) is the density of states in the channel given by,
D(E) =
gsgv
π(~vF )2
|E − Ed,G|, (4.8)
and gs, gv are the spin and valley degeneracy respectively.
The neutrality point of the channel Ed,G can be computed self-consistently by a
plane capacitor model given by
n− p = Cox
q
(−µs
q
+ Vg +
Ed,G
q
), (4.9)
where Cox= 0.115 fF µm−2 is the oxide gate capacitance calculated for the 300 nm
thickness SiO2 used in our experiments.
An analytic expression for Ed,G can be determined as a function of µD − µS =
−eV and Vg from Eqs (4.6)-(4.9), where eV is the electrochemical drop in going
from the source to the drain regions. To achieve the analytic solutions we assume
the zero-temperature approximation to the Fermi distributions and that the channel
always has the minimum number of transverse modes at all relevant energies for
our experiments between µS and µD due to the electrode doping. To simplify the
solutions, we also set µS ≡ 0, so that changes in the electrochemical potential are
given by µD = −eV . The resulting analytic solution for Ed,G in the various possible
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regimes are:
Ed,G =
1
2
[−(b− µD) +
√
(b− µD)2 − 2(aVg + µ2D)], 0 < µD < Ed,G, (4.10a)
Ed,G =
µ2D − aVg
2(b+ µD)
, 0 < Ed,G < µD, (4.10b)
Ed,G =
1
2
[−(b− µD) +
√
(b− µD)2 − 2(aVg + µ2D)], µD < 0 < Ed,G, (4.10c)
Ed,G =
1
2
[(b+ µD)−
√
(b+ µD)2 − 2(−aVg + µ2D)], Ed,G < 0 < µD, (4.10d)
Ed,G =
1
2
[(b+ µD)−
√
(b+ µD)2 − 2(−aVg + µ2D)], Ed,G < µD < 0, (4.10e)
Ed,G = −
µ2D + aVg
2(b− µD)
, µD < Ed,G < 0, (4.10f)
where a = 2π(~vF )2Cox/e and b = π(~vF )2Cox/e2. To solve these sets of equations
for arbitrary V and Vg we first specify a Vg value. For this Vg, we then determine the
boundary points specified by Eq. (4.10) for the various ranges of µD = −eV . This
allows us to compute piece-wise the Ed,G value for that specified Vg as a function of
V . Once Ed,G(V, Vg) is determined, we obtain the ballistic current I(V, Vg) using Eqs.
(4.3) and (4.5), assuming the channel always has the minimum number of transverse
modes in comparison to the source and drain regions.
Without a series resistor (RS), the voltage V is determined by the bias voltage to
the entire device circuit, i.e., V = Vb. However, with a non-zero series resistor, some
of the applied bias voltage Vb is dropped across RS. Since the applied bias voltage
variations are ∼ two orders of magnitude smaller than the variations in Vg in our
experiments, we assume that the voltage dropped by RS does not appreciably alter
the charge on the graphene channel. Using this assumption, we are able to account
for the series resistor in our model by setting Vb = V +I(V, Vg)×RS. The calculation
of ∂I/∂Vb in Fig. 4.3D has been obtained in this way using a series resistor of 350
Ω, a value consistent with the analysis of the nonlinear transport data shown in Fig.
4.5. Although the calculated nonlinear responses from theory shown in Fig. 4.5
(and below in Figs. 4.7-4.9) can include such a series resistor, we have set in those
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calculations since such a resistor only results in an overall up-and-down shift of the
∂Vb/∂I curves.
4.6 Inflection points
The inflection points occur when the chemical potential of the drain, µD, equals the
chemical potential of the channel. Equation (4.3) gives,
I =
2e
h
∫ µS
0
M(E)[fS(E)− fD(E)] dE,
=
eWµ2S
vF (~π)2
.
(4.11)
The carrier density in the channel is given by,
n =
∫ µS
0
D(E)[fS(E) + fD(E)] dE,
=
µ2S
2π(~vF )2
.
(4.12)
The chemical potential,µS, can be solved for using Equation (4.9),
µ2S
2π(~vF )2
=
CoxVg
e
,
µS = ~vF
√
2πCoxVg
e
.
(4.13)
A final expression for the current at the inflection point can be found by inserting
Equation 4.13 into Equation 4.11,
Iinfl =
2vFWCoxVg
π
. (4.14)
4.7 Gate Coupling Estimate
The gate coupling in our experiments can be understood from a rough estimate
of the total electrochemical potential energy (UEC) in the vicinity of the nanogap.
The chemical potential energy will be defined relative to the charge neutral state
of the graphene channel, ignoring any built-in potentials at the metal interfaces for
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simplicity. Since the density of states of the metal electrodes is much larger than that
of graphene, we will assume that changes in the chemical potential energy (UC) are
only due to variations in the charge density in the uncovered graphene channel. For
simplicity, we will also assume that the density of states for the graphene channel is a
constant (D) such that a value for broadened graphene near its neutrality point can
be used as a conservative estimate for the gate coupling. Using this constant density
of states we can write the differential increase of the chemical potential energy as
dUc = Φ(N) dN =
dΦ
dN
N dN =
N
DA
dN, (4.15)
where Φ(N) is the chemical potential in the graphene channel as a function of the
excess number of charges N and A is the area of the channel. Equation (4.15) can
be integrated to give the total chemical potential energy change,
Uc =
∫ UC
0
dUc =
∫ Nt
0
N
DA
dN =
N2t
2DA
=
Aσ2
2De2
≈ LW (εEG)
2
2De2
, (4.16)
where Nt is the total number of excess charge carriers, σ is the charge density in
the channel, L is the nanogap size, ε = κε0 is the dielectric constant, and EG is an
estimate of the local electrical field in the vicinity of the channel.
The electrostatic potential energy can be estimated as that due to the field at
the channel (EG) in a volume of order WL2. Since the electric flux emanating from
the distant gate electrode must be conserved, the field that terminates on the metal
covered graphene region adjacent to the nanogap will be altered as EG varies. To
conserve flux, we approximate this adjacent field as 2E0 − EG over the same sized
volume WL2 (though located adjacent to the nanogap and not in the direct vicinity
of it), where E0 is the field assuming a standard parallel plate capacitor model. Using
this notation, if the field at the channel EG is equal to E0, then all locations in the
vicinity of the nanogap and adjacent to it will have this planar parallel plate value.
Using these estimates for the electric field we can calculate the electrical potential
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energy as
UE ≈
ε
2
WL2{E2G + (2E0 − EG)2}. (4.17)
The total electro-chemical potential energy can be estimated as the sum of Eqs. (4.16)
and (4.17), yielding,
UEC ≈
ε
2
WL2{E2G + (2E0 − EG)2}+
LW (εEG)2
2De2
. (4.18)
For a given gate voltage, the electric field at the channel will be such that is minimized.
To find this minimum condition, we take the derivative of Eq. (4.18) as a function of
and set the result equal to zero, yielding the relation,
EG ≈
2L
2L+ ε
De2
E0. (4.19)
The gate response can be understood through the interplay of the two terms in the
denominator of Eq. (4.19). The case where 2L < ε
De2
, which is appropriate for
small densities of state and nanogap sizes, results in a diminished electric field at the
channel in comparison to that expected for a parallel plate model, i.e., EG < E0 .
This reduced field corresponds to the strongly screened case that is appropriate for
single molecules located inside nanogaps, as addressed in Ref. [121].
In the opposite regime where 2L > ε
De2
, the field at the channel approaches the
value for a planar parallel plate capacitor model. For a given density of states, we
can determine the minimum nanogap size that yields the coupling of a parallel plate
capacitor model as the crossover point between these two regimes, i.e.,
Lmin ≈
ε
2De2
. (4.20)
For nanogaps much larger than Lmin we expect that a planar parallel plate model
should be valid for describing the gate coupling to the channel. A conservative esti-
mate for Lmin can be achieved by using a typical broadening near the CNP of graphene
in an ultra-short device (i.e., D ∼ 3 × 1013 cm−2eV−1 taken from Ref. [88]) and the
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dielectric constant of SiO2 (κ = 3.9) in Eq. (4.20). This yields an Lmin ∼ 0.36 nm,
which is a much smaller length than we expect for the nanogap size [120]. Thus, we
should be justified in using the planar parallel plate model with uniform capacitive
coupling along the entire width of the nanogap.
4.8 Detailed Comparison of Nonlinear Transport Between Experiments
and Theory
In the main text we have analyzed the first derivative of the data, ∂Vb/∂I = RS(T, Vg)+
RL(Vg) + RNL(Vg, I) in order to compare the experimentally-determined nonlinear-
ities with those from the ballistic theory. Since the linear series resistance RS only
contributes an overall up-and-down shift of the ∂Vb/∂I data, this parameter has no
effect on the comparison of the measurements to the nonlinear ballistic model. The
only parameters in the model that do contribute to the nonlinear response are the
width and Cox, which are both experimentally known quantities (as discussed in the
main text). Thus, we do not have any free parameters in our comparison between the
experimentally-observed nonlinearities and those predicted by the ballistic model. In
principle, this comparison could alternatively be achieved by focusing on ∂2Vb/∂I
2,
since this would eliminate the linear response. However, such an alternative analysis
would require taking an additional derivative of the measurements.
Figure 4.5 from the main text shows our comparison of the nonlinear transport
between the experiments and the ballistic model for three applied gate voltages. A
comparison over the full gate range is shown in Figs. 4.7-4.9. Figures 4.7 and 4.8 show
a comparison of the experimentally determined at 77 K with the ballistic theory, while
Fig. 4.9 compares the room temperature results. In both sets of measurements, the
ballistic theory is seen to account well for the nonlinear response of the measurements
within the inflection points over an extended range of applied gates.
To investigate the nonlinear transport over this extended range of gate voltages,
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we have utilized a quartic fit in Fig. 4.5H of the main text. The form of the quartic
fit is ∂Vb/∂I = R0 +a4I
4, where a4 is the fitting coefficient and R0 is a constant. The
fits are performed between the two calculated inflection points, which are locations
where ∂Vb/∂I diverges to infinity. To avoid comparing data close to the inflection
points, a regime that is expected to be strongly affected by broadening and might
also be influenced by scattering, [88, 124] we have eliminated data within 50 µA of
inflection points from the least squares fitting at all gate voltages.
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Figure 4.7: Quantitative comparison between nonlinear response of ultra-short GFET
at 77 K and the ballistic theory for the range -8 V ≤ Vg − VCNP ≤ -3 V. ∂Vb/∂I for
the ballistic theory (solid lines) plotted against the experimentally determined values
for measurements at 77 K (blue squares) with a series resistance (RS) subtracted off
and plotted in Fig. 4.5G of the main text.
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Figure 4.8: Quantitative comparison between nonlinear response of ultra-short GFET
at 77 K and the ballistic theory for the range -2 V ≤ Vg − VCNP ≤ 4 V. ∂Vb/∂I for
the ballistic theory (solid lines) plotted against the experimentally determined values
for measurements at 77 K (blue squares) with a series resistance (RS) subtracted off
and plotted in Fig. 4.5G of the main text.
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Figure 4.9: Quantitative comparison between nonlinear response of ultra-short GFET
at 293 K (red triangles) and the ballistic theory for the range -8 V ≤ Vg − VCNP ≤ 4
V.
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4.9 Transmission Through Device, Contact Resistance, and Discussion
on Phase Coherent Effects
4.9.1 Effective Transmission Through Device
The overall transmission through the metal-graphene-metal device in Figs. 4.1 and
4.5 of the main text can be approximated as follows. First we subtract away the
resistance of the gold electrode (Rlead) from the total two-probe low-bias resistance
measured in Fig. 4.1D (i.e., the orange line) after electromigration is complete. The
resistance of the gold electrode is estimated as the resistance of the device before any
electromigration is performed (i.e., the black line in Fig. 4.1D). Using this corrected
device resistance (RDev), we can determine the total effective transmission through
the device as
T =
h
2e2M(Vg)RDev
, (4.21)
where M(Vg) is the number of modes in the channel as a function of gate. At low-
bias, the gate dependence of M(Vg) is determined by setting µd = E = 0 in Eq.
(4.10) and inserting the result into Eq. (4.5), assuming the same width (W = 600
nm) used for the analysis shown in Fig. 4.5 of the main text. The measured effective
device transmission at both room temperature and 77 K is shown in Fig. 4.10. The
divergence of T near the CNP is likely due to broadening and puddling of the charge
carriers in the graphene, and is not representative of the actual transmission. For the
p-doped side (with negative applied gates) the total transmission is greater than 0.4
at both 77 K and room temperature, as seen in Fig. 4.10, while on the n-doped side
the transmission decreases, suggesting that the interfaces to the source and drain are
becoming increasingly opaque.
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Figure 4.10: Effective device transmission of the ultra-short single-layer device in Fig.
4.1 of the main text.
4.9.2 Contact and Series Resistances
Here we will derive the relation ∂Vb/∂I = RS(T, Vg) + RL(Vg) + RNL(Vg, I) used in
the analysis of the data and show that the series resistance, RS, should depend on
both the gate voltage and the temperature.
According to the Boltzmann transport equation, [17] the resistance of a graphene
segment in the diffusive limit of length L and width W is,
RDiff =
2L
e2v2FD(Vg)τW
=
2L
e2vFD(Vg)lW
, (4.22)
where τ is the relaxation time and l = τ/vF is the mean free path. For graphene, the
intrinsic low-bias linear ballistic resistance is given by
Rint(Vg) =
π
e2vFD(Vg)W
. (4.23)
The Boltzmann transport solution in Eq. (4.22) reverts to the intrinsic ballistic
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resistance in Eq. (4.23) when the mean free path is of order the length of the graphene
segment, i.e., when l = 2L
π
≡ lB, which we call the ballistic mean free path. To account
for both ballistic transport and scattering we can use Matthiessens rule to calculate l
in Eq. (4.22), such that 1
l
= 1
lSC
+ 1
lB
, where lSC is the mean free path for scattering.
Assuming that the metallic edge roughness at the source drain boundaries can act as
scattering sites for the carriers, the scattering length can be estimated as lSC = fL,
where f is a factor that accounts for the probability of scattering at the interfaces.
Using Matthiessens rule in Eq. (4.22) yields the total device resistance,
RDev =
2
fe2vFD(Vg)W
+
π
e2vFD(Vg)W
, (4.24)
or,
RDev = RC(Vg) +Rint(Vg), (4.25)
where the first term, RC(Vg), acts as a contact resistance due to scattering off of
the electrode interfaces and the second term, Rint(Vg), is the intrinsic linear ballistic
resistance of the channel for perfect transmission. In the low-bias linear regime (for
a given applied current) the voltage across the device is given by,
VDev = IRC(Vg) + IRint(Vg). (4.26)
At higher currents the intrinsic ballistic response becomes nonlinear, which can be
accounted for by setting Rint(Vg, I) = RL(Vg)+RNL(Vg, I), where the term RNL(Vg, I)
contains all of the nonlinearities. Assuming the contact resistance RC(Vg) due to
scattering remains linear, the total voltage across the device and the metallic leads,
having Rlead(T ), is given by the bias voltage,
Vb = IRlead(T ) + IRC(Vg) + IRL(Vg) + IRNL(Vg, I). (4.27)
Taking the partial derivative of Eq. (4.27) with respect to current yields,
∂Vb
∂I
= Rlead(T ) +RC(Vg) +RL(Vg) +
∂{IRNL(Vg, I)}
∂I
. (4.28)
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The last term, which contains all of the nonlinearities, can be written as RNL(Vg, I).
In addition, the sum of the first two terms can be combined into a single series
resistance RS(T, Vg) = Rlead(T ) + RC(Vg), which has both temperature and gate
dependence. The resulting relation for the partial derivative is,
∂Vb
∂I
= RS(T, Vg) +RL(Vg) +RNL(Vg, I), (4.29)
i.e., the one used in the analysis shown in Fig. (4.5) of the main text. It should be
noted that as the channel is tuned to the CNP, the density of states D(Vg) decreases
which results in an increased value for RS, despite the fact that the lead resistance,
Rlead, remains constant. This increasing contact resistance as the CNP of the channel
is approached is in agreement with our results in Fig. (4.5)G of the main text.
Assuming that the scattering mean free path is of order the channel length gives
lSC ≈ L and f ≈ 1 in Eq. (4.24), with a resulting series resistance of,
RS(T, Vg) =
2
e2vFD(Vg)W
+Rlead(T ). (4.30)
The initial term depends only on the width of the channel if the density of states of
graphene is assumed, while the final term in Eq. (4.30) can be estimated from the
initial resistance of the electrodes before they are electromigrated. Equation (4.30) is
the theoretical curve labeled Boltzmann Transport 77 K in Fig. (4.5)G of the main
text using the same 600 nm width assumed in other portions of the data analysis,
along with an estimate of Rlead at a temperature of 77 K.
4.9.3 Discussion on Phase Coherent Effects
We have so far discussed the transport neglecting phase coherent effects, such as
resonant tunneling and Fabry-Perot interference, [16] which we now consider. For a
double-barrier ballistic system maintaining phase coherence the total transmission is
T =
|t1|2|t2|2
1 + |r1|2|r2|2 − 2|r1||R2| cos(ϕ∗)
, (4.31)
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where t1 = |t1|eiϕt1 , t2 = |t2|eiϕt2 , r1 = |r1|eiϕr1 , and r2 = |r2|eiϕr2 are the complex
transmission and reflection amplitudes at each of the two barriers, and ϕ∗ = 2kL +
ϕr1 + ϕr2 is the round trip phase change over the channel length L of carriers with
wave vector k. (The derivation of Eq. (4.31) can be found in standard texts, such
as Refs. [16] and [17].) We will consider phase coherent effects assuming that the
two barriers are those at the source and drain interfaces to the uncovered graphene
channel.
In the case of a p-doped channel these interfaces are nearly transparent for ballistic
transport according to Klein tunneling [10]. This results in reflection amplitudes in
Eq. (4.31) that are approximately zero, which makes the transmission nearly constant
within this regime. This is the likely reason coherent effects are not readily apparent
in our measurements for negative gate voltages (i.e., within the p-doped regime).
In the strongly n-doped regime (for positive gate voltages), the interfaces between
the source and drain regions and the channel become less transparent, [125] and
could thus contribute to coherent effects. Insight into possible coherent effects due to
these interfaces can be obtained by considering the resonant double-barrier tunneling
conditions, such that ϕ∗ = 2πn with n being an integer [17]. Assuming the phase
change occurs predominantly due to carriers moving through the channel, i.e., 2kL
ϕr1 + ϕr2, the first resonant tunneling condition is k1 = π/L. For a 10 nm long
nanogap channel this gives k1 ≈ 3.1 × 108 m−1, which is approximately the value
of kF in the channel at the slight resistance minimum seen in Fig. 4.1D (77 K blue
curve) for positive gates (assuming that planar parallel plate gate coupling is valid).
While this agreement suggests a possible coherent effect, the Fermi energy at this
gate voltage is ≈ -200 meV relative to the CNP (i.e., very close to the expected
doping level of graphene due to the Au electrode [119]). This Fermi energy suggests
an alternative explanation of the resistance minimum – where the number of modes
in the channel is no longer smaller than the number in the source and drain regions.
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Our measurements do not currently resolve how these two possible effects conspire
to produce the resistance minimum observed at positive gate voltages, nor do they
resolve the way variations in the channel length along the width of the nanogap
influence phase coherent effects.
4.10 Conclusions
We have shown experimental evidence for nonlinear electron transport in ultra-short
single-layer graphene devices on SiO2 substrates. This transport is shown to be dis-
tinctly different from that in similar devices incorporating bilayer channels. Compar-
ison of the electron transport in a single-layer graphene device to theory has revealed
quantitative agreement with intrinsic ballistic transport across the graphene channel
up to room temperature. Moreover, this quantitative agreement up to room tem-
perature suggests that ballistic transport effects could be achievable in ultra-short
nanogap devices consisting of atomically-thin components in technologically-relevant
environments, a result that has direct relevance to the goal of achieving the smallest
and fastest electronics.
Copyright c© Mathias J. Boland, 2016.
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Chapter 5 Electrical Coupling Between Low Dimensional Nanoscale
Materials
5.1 Introduction
In an effort to increase speed and efficiency in electronic devices, there has been a
steady reduction in device size for the past 50 years. As device sizes have reached
the nanoscale, the coupling between electrical contacts and the rest of the device
becomes increasingly important. As the limitations of silicon electronics are reached,
low dimensional materials may be utilized for future devices. It will then be critical
to optimize the interfaces between these materials. By use atomically-thin materials
as both the electrode and the channel material, there is a potential to have atomic
registry between the two. This could allow for control over coherent transport at
the electrode-channel interface. Coherent transport would allow for transport over
extremely short lengths and very low contact resistance. These coherent transport ef-
fects should be greatest when the electrode lattice is commensurate with the channel
lattice. On going and future work is focused on investigating some of these phenom-
ena.
5.2 Electrical Contacts
In order to make a useful semiconductor device, it is necessary to contact the de-
vice with conductive electrodes. Electrical contacts usually impart an added contact
resistance, which can be responsible for energy dissipation and Joule heating of the
device. The International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors identifies contact
resistance as one of the limiting factor for the use of atomically thin materials in de-
vice applications [131]. Figure 5.1 shows some of the relevant parameters related to
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Figure 5.1: Schematic illustration of electron transfer from a metallic electrode to
an atomically thin material. The total device length, LDevice includes the channel,
LChannel as well as the overlap between the 2D material and the electrodes, LOverlap.
As the device is scaled down, LChannel, LOverlap, LTransfer, and LScreening become
constrained, and the specific properties of the interface become critical to device
performance.
metallic contacts to a atomically-thin device. As current flows from the contact to the
atomically-thin material, the current does not transfer equally over the entire overlap
length. Instead, it preferentially travels towards the end of the highly conductive
metal, until it transfers into the channel. The current profile is roughly,
I(x) ∝ exp(− x
LTransfer
), (5.1)
where x is the distance from the edge of the contact, and LTransfer is the transfer
length. The transfer length is given by,
LTransfer =
√
ρc
Rch
, (5.2)
where ρc is the contact resistivity, and Rch is the channel resistance [132]. When
the overlap region is made smaller than the transfer length the contact resistance
increases significantly [127, 133]. Thus, in order to make very short, low power de-
vices the transfer length plays a key role [134–136]. If the mean-free path is longer
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than the transfer length, there is the possibility of ballistic transport across the con-
tact. Contacts with transport approaching the ballistic regime have recently been
achieved in graphene devices with metallic contacts in cases where the overlap length
is long [6,127]. This can allow the charge carriers to maintain phase coherence across
the interface, which could result in a variety of effects such as negative differential
resistance. In order to reduce the transfer length it is necessary to have very strong
interfacial coupling between the electrode and the channel [132].
5.2.1 Momentum Conservation at Electrode Interfaces
One way to improve electrical coupling to electrodes is by conserving crystal momen-
tum across the electrode interface [137]. An increase in contact resistance can result
if scattering or tunneling is necessary to link the momentum of the electrode state
to the channel states. However, in a crystalline system with an ordered interface, a
reciprocal lattice vector of the system could cause the required momentum change.
In this case, transport could remain phase coherent across the interface. Since atom-
ically thin materials generally have strong in-plane bonding and weak out-of-plane
van der Waals (vdW) bonding, they are good candidates for investigating this kind
of transport. The similar crystal structure of various atomically thin materials and
their vdW bonding has allowed for the creation of superlattices of these materials
by stacking various components on top of one another. When the lattice constants
are similar, these superlattices create a moiré pattern [138, 139]. This produces a
separate reciprocal vector associated with the moiré pattern. This has recently at-
tracted attention with the observation of the Hofstadter Butterfly in twisted bilayer
graphene and graphene-BN systems [140–143]. It is possible this additional recip-
rocal vector could be utilized to provide the required momentum change to transfer
charge across the contacts in systems with graphene contacts bridged by a graphene
channel. Since the moiré pattern depends on the relative rotational orientation of
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Figure 5.2: Schematic illustration of electron transfer in a graphene-graphene contact.
(a) Illustration of a single layer graphene channel bridging two single layer graphene
sheets as contacts. When the contacts are commensurate, the moiré pattern is pe-
riodic across the gap. (b) Electron transport between the contacts and the channel.
(c) Same as (b) for a multilayer graphene channel. (d) Same as (a), but with incom-
mensurate contacts. In this case the moiré pattern loses its’ periodicity across the
gap.
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the graphene layers, the reciprocal lattice vector associated with it could be tuned as
well. If the contacts are commensurate with each other, the moiré patter will main-
tain its’ reciprocal lattice across the gap, potentially allowing coherent transport with
enhanced coupling, as illustrated in Figure 5.2. This kind of system could be realized
by transferring graphene flakes on top of nanogaps created by crystallographically
etched graphene. The etched graphene acts commensurate contacts with a nanogap
separating them and the transferred graphene flake acts as a channel.
5.3 Transport Between Carbon Nanotubes and Graphene
Transport between carbon nanotubes (CNTs) and graphene is predicated to strongly
depend on their relative orientation [144, 145]. The very similar lattice between the
two materials results in a near perfect transmission for certain alignment angles for
CNTs on graphene, even with a contact overlap as small as 10 nm [127,146].
Our group has produced crystallographically aligned etch tracks in graphene and
graphite on top of an insulating SiO2 substrate. These are formed through a catalytic
etching process [147], which results in a nanogap of approximately 10 nm. Since
the graphene is initially a single crystal sheet, these sample maintain commensurate
lattices across the etch track. We have shown that the graphene regions separated
by the etch tracks are electrically isolated with resistances >1012 Ω. This allows the
two regions of graphene to act as commensurate electrodes [147]. Furthermore, the
etch tracks tend to form adjacent to one another, creating parallel nanoribbons.
We have recently grown crystallographically-aligned CNTs across graphene nanogaps
through a chemical vapor deposition process [148]. In this system, the graphene re-
gions act as electrodes and the CNT acts as a channel material. Ongoing work in-
volves fabricating devices with these system and measuring transport through them.
Through the use of a four probe STM system, located in Oak Ridge National Labo-
ratory, we are working on directly measuring transport from a STM probe to a CNT,
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Figure 5.3: Scanning electron microscopy image of graphene with etch tracks.
and through the CNT to graphene. Figures 5.3, 5.4, and 5.5 show ongoing work in
using a four probe STM to measure transport properties of such systems.
Copyright c© Mathias J. Boland, 2016.
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Figure 5.4: Four probe STM. In ongoing work, a four probe STM located at Oak Ridge
National Laboratory is used to probe transport properties of CNTs on graphene. The
four STM probes can be used to can standard STM images, but also allows four probe
electrical measurements across a sample.
Figure 5.5: Preliminary scanning tunneling microscopy images of CNTs on graphene.
Four probe STM should allow for direct measurements of electrical transport across
a CNT graphene interface.
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Appendix A Electron Beam Lithography
The procedure for making graphene field effect devices using the Raith e-LINE elec-
tron beam lithography system follows.
A.1 Silicon Wafer Preparation
100 mm diameter p-type silicon wafers are used. The silicon is p-doped with boron,
so that the resistivity is < 0.009 ohm·cm. Both the top and bottom surfaces have an
insulating 300 nm thick thermal oxide. The front surface is polished and has a crystal
orientation of 〈100〉. As seen in Figure A.1 there are two flats cut into the sides, both
along the 〈110〉 directions. Silicon preferentially cleaves along this direction. In order
to cut the wafer into chips, a diamond scribe is used to scratch a small notch in the
top surface parallel to the 〈110〉 at the edge of the wafer. Care should be taken to
hold the scribe perpendicular to the top surface with even pressure applied. A pair
of tweezers can be placed directly on either side of the the scratch. The wafer can be
cleaved by lightly twisting the tweezers in opposite directions so as to break the wafer
along the crystal axis. This should result in a clean, crystallographic cleave. This
process can be repeated until chips of the desired size are produced (usually ∼ 2× 3
cm). Compressed nitrogen gas can be used to blow off any silicon dust remaining on
the chip.
Chips are cleaned by ultrasonicating in acetone, followed by isopropyl alcohol,
and finally deionized water for 5 minutes each. They are then dried with compressed
nitrogen. Chips are then placed into a UV ozone cleaner for 30 minutes, which
removes organic contaminates and leaves a more hydrophilic surface.
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Figure A.1: Image of a 〈100〉 cut silicon wafer with ∼ 300 nm oxide layer showing
〈110〉 flats. The 〈100〉 crystal plane is orientated out of the page (normal to the wafer
surface).
A.2 2D Material Preparation
Graphene (applies to other 2D laminar materials such as MoS2) are transferred to
the silicon chips through mechanical exfoliation [3, 43]. A small (∼ 2 × 2 mm) flake
of graphite is placed onto the sticky side of a strip of cellophane tape. The sticky
side of the tape is then repeatedly pressed onto the graphite and pealed away. This
process results in thinner and thinner layers of graphite. After most of the tape is
covered with graphite, the tape is pressed onto a cleaned silicon chip with uniform
pressure. The tape is then pealed off, leaving some of the graphite fixed to the silicon
with a variety of thicknesses, all the way down to single layer graphene. The silicon
chips are then placed in a chemical vapor deposition (CVD) furnace and processed
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for one hour at 400 ◦C with gas flows of 380 sccm Ar and 340 sccm H2 to remove tape
residue.
Graphene flakes of interest are located visually using an optical microscope. Ra-
man spectroscopy is used to confirm the thickness of the flakes based on the line
shape of the graphite 2D peak. Alternatively, atomic force microscopy can be used
to determine sample topography/geometry.
A.3 Lithography
There are three electron beam lithography (EBL) steps required to fabricate graphene
devices. The first step is the addition of alignment marks onto the chip, the second
is the fabrication of electrical contacts onto the graphene flakes, and the third is
the creation of an etch mask, which is used to define the geometry of the graphene
channel and remove excess graphene.
For the first step, a bi-layer of polymer resist is used as shown in Fig. 2.7. The
bottom layer is a copolymer based on a mixture of methyl methacrylate and ∼ 8.5%
methacrylic acid (MMA (8.5) MAA) copolymer in ethyl lactate (6.9% solids). The
co-polymer is spin coated onto the chip at 4000 rpm for 45 seconds and then baked on
a hotplate at 150 ◦C for 90 seconds, resulting in a ∼ 150 nm thick film. Next, 950,000
molecular weight poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) with 2% solids in anisole is
spin coated at 4000 rpm for 45 seconds and then baked on a hotplate at 180 ◦C for
90 seconds, resulting in a ∼ 50 nm film, for a total bi-layer thickness of ∼ 200 nm.
The chip is then loaded into the scanning electron microscope (SEM) in order
to write the alignment marks. Alignment marks are structures added to the chip to
facilitate the precise alignment of overlay patterns in EBL. A plus shaped structure
is written at each corner of the chip, along with a regular, labeled grid covering the
chip. Three of the corner plus structures are used in subsequent EBL steps to define
a coordinate transformation between the SEM stage/chip xyz-coordinates and the
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electronic GDSII uvw-coordinates. The remaining grid structures are used to assist
in the location of graphene flakes on the chip. The pattern is then written with the
parameters shown in Table A.1. Note that doses listed in Table A.1 are approximate,
and should be determined based on a dose test.
Table A.1: Sample EBL Parameters
Alignment
Marks
Leads 1 Leads 2 Etch Mask
Resist∗ A2 + EL6.9 A2 + EL6.9 A2 + EL6.9 A4
Accelerating Voltage (V) 30 30 20 30
Aperture (µm) 20 20 60 20
Write Field (µm) 100 100 500 100
Step Size (µm) 0.008 0.008 0.102 0.008
Dose (µA s cm−2) 235 235 180 275
Current (nA)† 0.12 0.12 3‡ 0.12
Dwell Time (ms)§ 0.001 0.001 0.006 0.0015
Beam Speed (mm s−1)§ 7.7 7.7 17 5.3
∗ A2 corresponds to 2% PMMA in anisole, A4 to 4% PMMA in anisole, EL6.9 to 6.9%
co-polymer in ethyl lactate. For double layer process, the co-polymer is spin coated
first, followed by the PMMA on top.
† Typical values.
‡ High current mode enabled.
§ Calculated based on step size, dose, and current.
A.4 Development
Following electron beam writing, the exposed resist is removed during a development
procedure. Development is done by immersing the chip in solution of methyl isobutyl
ketone (MIBK) and isopropyl alcohol (IPA) mixed with a ratio of 1:3 MIBK to IPA
held at 21 ◦C for 60 seconds. It is important to keep development parameters between
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dose tests and device fabrication as consistent as possible, in order to achieve consis-
tent, high resolution patterns. After development in MIBK:IPA, the development is
halted by immersing the chip in IPA, followed by deionized water for 1 minute each.
The chip should then be loaded into the electron beam evaporate and put under vac-
uum as quickly as possible, since MIBK residue will continue to slowly remove resist,
which can result in an expansion of feature size and loss of fine details.
Metal is deposited onto the sample using an electron beam evaporator. Leads are
usually a ∼ 30 nm thick layer of gold or nickel. Gold does not adhere well to SiO2,
so a ∼ 1 nm thick titanium sticking layer is usually deposited first. It is important
to not break vacuum between Ti and Au evaporation, as an oxide layer will begin
to form on the titanium [149]. Evaporation should preferably be done at pressures
< 1× 10−6 Torr. Deposition rates are monitored with a crystal monitor and should
be > 1 nm/min for thick films to minimize extended heating of the resists.
After metal deposition the resists are removed during liftoff by immersing the
chip in 70 ◦C N -methyl pyrrolidone (NMP) for ∼ 10 min or so. The metal film sitting
on top of the resist should become visibly wrinkled and begin to come off the chip.
At this point a pipette can be used to gently remove the excess film with a stream
of NMP. The chip is then immersed in acetone for 1 minute to fully remove any
remaining resist. Acetone is removed by immersing in IPA followed by deionized
water for 1 minute each. This should leave lithographically defined alignment marks
on the sample.
A.5 Overlay Patterns
The lithography and development procedures are then repeated, using parameters
in Table A.1, to write Leads 1, which are fine leads which contact the sample and
Leads 2, which are large leads starting at leads 1 and ending in contact pads. Before
designing patterns for leads 1 and 2, it is first necessary to take calibrated images
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of the desired sample regions. To do this, the chip is loaded into the EBL chamber,
and a three point alignment procedure is performed on the stage using the previously
written alignment marks. The electron beam write field is then aligned using Raith’s
write field alignment procedure. Once the stage and write field are aligned, images are
taken of the regions of interest on the sample. These images are recorded with their
associated dimensions, angle, and position relative to the alignment marks. These
can then be loaded into Raith’s GDSII editor and patterns can be designed on top
of them. Once patterns are designed, the chip is loaded back into the EBL chamber,
the stage and write field are aligned, and the patterns are written.
In order to control the geometry of the channel, an etch mask is created by
following the same procedure used for leads 1 and 2. Regions which are desired to be
removed are exposed with the electron beam, so that when the resist is developed the
desired channel region is protected by resist, while undesired material is exposed. The
chip is then immediately loaded into a reactive ion etcher, where exposed graphene
(MoS2) is removed with an O2 (SF6) plasma. After etching, remaining resist is
removed by immersion in Acetone, IPA, and finally deionized water.
Copyright c© Mathias J. Boland, 2016.
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Appendix B Lateral Force Microscopy Calibration
Calibration of lateral force microscopy (LFM) is performed through a low load pro-
cedure found in reference [53]. We first perform a thermal tune in order to find the
spring constant of the cantilever. An LFM scan is then performed over a few layer
sheet of graphene. Assuming a vertical adhesion, rather than the typical normal ad-
hesion, of the probe tip results in a relationship between the lateral signal and the
spatial derivative of the topography.
θ =
α[(Vt + Vr)/2− V0]
(L+ A)(1 + µ2)
, (B.1)
where α is the lateral calibration constant, Vt and Vr are the lateral trace and retrace
signals, V0 is a zero offset for the lateral signals, L is the applied load to the cantilever,
A is the measured adhesion force, and µ is the frictional coefficient between the LFM
probe and the graphene surface. The frictional coefficient for graphene is small, so
that 1 + µ2 ≈ 1. The local incline angle, θ, is determined by the spatial derivative of
the topography, which can either be acquired simultaneously with the LFM signal,
or with a separate tapping mode image.
Copyright c© Mathias J. Boland, 2016.
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Appendix C Experimental Determination of Field Effect Mobility
Based on the Drude model of conduction, carrier mobility, µ, is given by
µ =
σ
ne
, (C.1)
where σ is the conductivity, n is the carrier density, and e is the elementary charge [9].
In a planar graphene field effect transistor, the applied gate voltage controls the
charge carrier density on the graphene channel. This system can be approximated
as a parallel plate capacitor. The carrier concentration, n, is then determined by the
gate voltage, Vg, with the relation:
ne = cVg, (C.2)
where c is the capacitance per area for the gate dielectric. In general, graphene
samples on SiO2 substrates exhibit carrier doping. In this case the charge at zero
gate is not zero as assumed by Equation C.2. In order to account for this, the gate
voltage shift from the charge neutrality point, VCNP , is used, thus replacing Vg with
Vg − VCNP . The charge neutrality point is identified as the gate voltage where the
graphene has the lowest conductance. The capacitance per area can be found from
c =
ε0εr
t
, (C.3)
with ε0 being the vacuum permittivity, εr being the relative permittivity of the di-
electric, and t being the dielectric thickness. Combining Equations (C.1), (C.2), and
(C.3), we find mobility is given by
µ =
t
ε0εr
σ
Vg
. (C.4)
The conductivity, σ, can be determined based on the device’s four-probe conductance,
G = I/V4p, and its’ geometry. Using the four-probe voltage measurement allows for
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the determination of the intrinsic channel conductance without contact resistance.
Sheet conductivity is then
σ =
`
W
G =
`
W
I
V4p
, (C.5)
where ` is the channel length measured between the four-probe contacts and W is the
channel length. Combining Equations (C.4) and (C.5) results in a final expression
for the field effect mobility,
µ =
t
ε0εr
`
W
I
V4pVg
, (C.6)
which only depends on experimentally measured quantities.
Copyright c© Mathias J. Boland, 2016.
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